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Independents
 
Meet
 
All 
indePerment
 
men
 
students  
. 
been 
invited
 
to 
the
 
Student 
tate
 
unto 
tonight
 
at
 
7:30
 
to attend a 
session
 
of
 
the  
Indepert-
t 
Men's
 
Council.
 
pick
 
Johnston,
 
president
 
pro-
w 
of 
the
 
group,
 
in 
issuing
 
the
 
invitation,
 
said
 
Friday,
 
"The 
pur-
se 
of
 
the
 
meeting
 
is 
to arrange  
for
 
formal
 
recognition
 of the
 
VOL
 
46
 
Eviction
 
Complaint
 
Expected
 
Eviction
 
id 
..dings
 are
 
expect. 
to
 be 
illitIted
 
against  
Sigma
 
i 
Epsilon
 
fraternity
 today,
 
but  
ternity
 
officers
 
have 
adopted  
a 
ad
 
and
 
see"
 
attitude.
 
Leonard
 
G.
 
Marks
 Jr. 
said
 
late
 
week
 
he
 
would  
file
 civil
 action
 
is 
morning
 
If 
the 
fraternity
 
did  
t 
pay 
$3600
 
in 
back
 
rent.
 
Marlys
 
emphasized
 
that
 the 
notice
 
"served"
 
on 
the 
fratern-
py 
Wednesday
 
was  
never in-
tended
 
as
 
an
 
eviction
 
notice. 
He
 
id 
it 
wits
 
a 
three-day
 warning 
of
 
intent,
 
required
 
in eviction
 
proceedings.
 
lf 
the
 
complaint
 is 
filed 
this
 
ming,
 
fraternity
 
officers  
will  
ice
 
a 
summons
 immediately
 
U
 
will
 
have
 
three  days to 
file 
in
 
answer.
 
If 
an
 
answer
 
is not filed, 
the 
()linty
 
Sheriff's
 Office  will 
en-
v 
eviction.
 
Sig
 
Ep
 
secretary  
Dale
 Scott
 said 
day 
that
 
fraternity
 
members
 
ould
 
file
 
an
 
answer  and take 
the 
spate
 
to 
court.
 
Scott  
said
 
the $3600
 is on de-
osit
 
with  the 
fraternity's
 alumni 
association.
 
The
 
fraternity
 
contends  that 
larks 
cannot 
charge
 rent 
because
 
It 
epremiscs
 at 
70 S. 14th St. do 
belong  
to 
him. 
Members
 filed a suit
 in Septem-
ber,  charging
 that 
Marks  
put  the 
roperty
 under 
his own 
name  
when
 
e was supposed
 to be a 
negotiator.  
The 
suit 
demanded  
recorded  
own-
ership  be 
returned 
to the 
frater-
:Iy.  
Marks is an 
alumnus.
 of 
Kappa 
Tau, 
name
 of the
 fraternity
 before
 
n joined 
Sigma  Phi 
Epsilon 
last  
year. 
11,. 
asserts  that he 
legally  ae-
gllired the premises
 after the 
i,W1Wr
 
declined  
to
 
negotiate  
with 
the 
fraternity.
 
He 
said  the fra-
ternity
 agreed 
to pay
 rent. 
Ninth'
 Maas,
 president
 
of 
Sig
-
Phi
 Epsilon's 
alumni
 
associa-
n n, is 
attorney
 for 
the  
fraternity.
 
Wesley
 
Overson,
 
assistant  
pro
-
boor 
of business at SJS, is 
Marks'
 
attorney.
 
IBM
 
Shows
 
Calculators
 
DR. S. I. HAYAKAWA 
. . . speaks here Thursday 
Hayakawa  
Due
 
Here  
"Communication in Conflict Sit-
uations" will be the subject of an 
address Thursday at 8 p.m. by Dr. 
S. I. Hayakawa, professor of lan-
guage
 arts at San Francisco  State 
College, in Morris 
Dailey Audi-
torium.
 
His appearance,
 sponsored by 
the College 
Lecture
 Committee, 
will be open to the public 
without 
charge. 
Dr. Hayakawa gained nation-
al recognition
 with his 
books,  
"Language
 in Action," 
published  
in 1941. 
An
 authority on 
seman-
tics, Dr. 
Hayakawa also is 
the 
author of 
many  magazine 
ar-
ticles on 
semantics.  
In 
his  
lecture
 he 
will 
mention  
international
 
misunderstandings
 
due to 
difficulties  In communica-
tion. 
Dr. Hayakawa
 taught at 
San 
Jose 
State  during a 
summer  ses-
sion several years 
ago. He also has 
been a 
visiting  lectuier at 
other
 
institutions. 
Dr.  Hayakawa was 
born in Van-
couver,
 B.C., of 
Japanese  parents. 
He 
attended the
 University 
of Ma-
nitoba, 
McGill  University,
 and the 
University  of 
Wisconsin.
 He came 
to the 
United States
 in 1929, and
 
has 
taught at 
the 
University
 of 
Wisconsin, 
the Armour
 Institute 
of 
Technology,  the 
Univerity 
of 
Chicago, 
and the 
Ilinois 
Institute  
of 
Technology.
 
'Chronology
 
of
 
Calculators,"
 an 
Library
 
exhibit
 
owned  
by IBM, 
will 
go on 
display
 
today
 
in 
corridor
 
of the 
Service  
temporary
 
reserve
 
book
 room  
of 
the
 
SJS  
Library,
 Marty 
Armbrust,
 
IBM
 
data
 
processing
 represents -
tie
 
said
 
Friday.
 
The
 
display,
 
to
 
be shown
 for 
three
 
weeks,
 
includes  
miniature
 
and
 
actual
-sized
 
reproductions
 of 
devices
 
first
 
used
 by man 
in 
cal-
culating
 
numerically.
 
The 
exhibit
 
also
 
includes
 
glass  display 
cases  
and
 
large
 
photographs
 and 
draw-
ings
 
of
 
man's
 
earliest  
quick  figur-
.re 
machines.
 
The
 display tells 
the 
:tory
 
of
 
the
 
forerunners  
of the 
modern
 
day
 
electronic
 computors.  
Starting
 
with
 
the 
ancient
 
Chin
-
tie
 
Abacus,
 
the 
exhibit  
features
 
nem 
as
 
recent
 
as
 the 
Marchant  
calculator
 
of
 
1916.
 
Tax
 
Speech
 
Here
 
By
 
Ex-tliah
 Boss
 
'Repeal
 
the  
Immoral
 Income
 
Tax"
 
will
 
be 
the  
demand
 
made  by
 
former
 
l'Ian
 
governor
 J. 
Bracken  
Lee  
when
 
he
 
speaks
 before
 the 
SJS
 
student
 
body
 
tomorrow
 
at 
10:30  
in 
Morris
 
Dailey
 Auditorium.
 
according
 
In
 
John
 
Gustafson,  
vice  
President
 
of
 
the
 
Young  
Republi-
cans
 
club.
 
Lee
 
who
 
served
 
as governor 
Inns 
1949
 
to
 
1937
 
currently  
is 
na-
tional
 
chairman
 
of 
"For
 
America,"
 
Political
 
organization
 in favor of 
curtailing
 
the,
 
current
 
spending
 
spree
 
the
 
country
 
is 
engaged 
in."
 
Lee
 
ran
 
on
 
art  
independent
 
tick-
et 
in 
1958
 
and
 
was
 
defeated 
by
 
11,Public551
 
George
 
D. 
Clyde. Lee
 
received
 
30
 
per
 
cent
 
of the 
total
 
vote.
 
Reserve  
Resumes
 
The 
newly 
renovated
 Reserve
 
Book
 Room 
opened 
today 
after 
being  
closed
 for 
roof  
repairs
 since 
last 
September.  
Librarian 
Joyce 
Backus  said 
re-
gular
 service
 began
 this 
morning 
after  the 
hooks 
were 
moved  
in
 
over  the
 weekend.
 
Included
 in 
the 
room 
now, 
is a 
new 
color 
scheme
 devised
 by 
Rob-
ert
 
Douglas,
 
assistant
 
professor
 of 
art 
at
 SJS.
 New 
lighting
 
fixtures
 
and 
steel  
book
 racks
 also
 are 
new 
additions.  
No
 plans
 
have
 
been
 
announced
 
yet
 for 
the 
area  
that  
was  
used
 as 
the 
temporary
 
Reserve
 
Book
 
Room. 
SAN
 
JOSE 
STATE
 
COLLEGE
 
X-ray
 
Unit  
Here  
All new 
students are 
asked to 
report
 to the mobile
 X-ray unit 
which 
will be on 
campus  tomor-
row,
 Wednesday
 and 
Thursday  
outside 
the Health Center, 
T1131,  
The X-ray
 unit is available to en-
able new 
students  to get chest 
X-rays.  
SAN 
JOSE,
 
CALIFORNIA,  
MONDAY, 
MARCH
 16,
 1959 
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Melodies'
 
State  
Board of 
Education
 
Entries
 
Reach
 
10 
Ten  women's 
living
 groups 
have
 
-ntered the
 March 
Melodies  glee 
ompetition to be 
held Wednes-
day in 
Morris  Dailey 
Auditorium.  
Singing groups 
and  their themes 
are Alpha 
Chi Omega, 
"Songs
 of 
the 
Night:"  Alpha 
Omicron 
Pi, 
"Lullaby 
and Goodnight:"
 Alpha 
Phi, 
"This 
Is My 
Country:"
 Du-
chess 
Hall,  
and 
"Rain, 
Falling  
from 
the  Sky." 
Others
 include: 
Delta  Zeta, 
"American  Folk -
tunes," Chi Omega,
 "Over the 
Rainbow:"
 Gamma 
Phi Beta, "Ok-
lahoma:" Kappa 
Kappa Gamma, 
"Brigadoon;"
 Phi
 Mu, "Hans 
Christian  Anderson:" and Sigma 
Kappa, 
"Flower  Drum Song."  
According to chairmen Nina 
Carson
 and Cynthia Noble, three 
awards and a perpetual trophy will 
be awarded. Alpha Phi has placed 
first the 
past
 two years. 
Judges will be Roger Muzzy, as-
sistant professor of music,
 Mrs. 
Evelyn  McGrath, the Santa Clara 
Public School music department, 
and an unselected person. 
Sponsor 
of this , competitive 
event is the Associated 
Women  
Students. It is held 
annually,  free 
of charge. 
Although  the groups 
are allowed 
to dress alike, costumes
 will not 
be allowed. 
Male counterpart of 
March  Me-
lodies is the 
annual
 Interfratern-
ity Council sing, 
which  was held 
last fall. 
Opposes 
Governor's
 Plan 
Scartafoto
 by 
Dan Bauer 
Dog Beats Man!
 
"Cheer up pal," 
consoles  
Hansel, 
second 
place Gorgeous
 
Gams  
contest
 winner, to 
third  place winner 
John 
Park.  can't under-
stand 
it,- Park seems to be saying,
 "I 
think 
my
 legs 
are more 
gorgeous than 
Sid Thompson's!"
 
(Thompson
 won
 the contest 
by
 a ankle
 slim 
margin.)  
Formal Is 
'April  
Love,
 Pay Hike 
Possible
 
"April  Love" Is the new 
theme  F 
Committee  for 
the spring 
formal,
 
or State Employes 
selected  by the 
Social
 Affairs 
April 25. The
 dance previously had
 
been titled "Swing
 in Spring" but 
was changed 
after  the dance 
date
 
tvas 
moved  up  from May 
1 to 
April 23. 
"We
 feel the new 
name is more 
in keeping
 with the time of 
year 
the
 dance will 
be
 held," SAC 
Chairman 
Larry  Genzel 
stated.
 
The all -school
 activity will 
be held 
in 
Fairgrounds 
Exposition  Hall as 
in former years. 
Ray 
Hackett
 is expected 
to play 
at the 
dance,  Genzel 
said. He es-
timates that 
750 bids will 
be
 print-
ed and 
will  be given 
out  at the 
door 
on
 the night of 
the dance. 
Doug 
Dennis,  Shearing 
concert 
chairman,
 reported 
to the 
SAC 
that 
$267 had 
been  cleared
 by the 
committee
 on the 
jazz show. 
He 
stated  that he 
is working 
on
 the 
possibility
 of getting 
another top -
name 
talent for 
May, or 
of having 
a second jazz 
concert at 
the  end 
of 
the school
 year. 
Summer
 Reg
 Starts
 
Beginning
 today, 
students 
may 
apply 
for  
registration
 permits
 for 
1959 
summer 
sessions, 
according 
to Joe 
H.
 West, dean
 of summer
 
sessions.
 Applications
 are 
available  
in 
Adm144.  
A pay boost of 12,4 per cent 
will be in the offing for SJS em-
ployes July 1 if a bill now in the 
Assembly Ways and 
Means  Com-
mittee is passed by 
the State Leg-
islature. 
The bill passed by a  4 to 3 mar-
gin in a 
subcommittee
 of the 
pow-
erful Ways and Means 
Committee
 
Thursday over the protests of Gov. 
Edmund G. Brown and Legislative 
Analyist A. Alan Post. 
In its present form, the bill 
would give a blanket 7Lit per cent 
increase to all state employes with 
an additional
 5 per cent hike for 
employes of state colleges and uni-
versities. (Gov. Brown had asked 
for a straight 5 per cent raise for 
all state 
employes.  Post had sup-
ported this move.) 
Assemblyman Bruce Allen (Ft -
Los Gatos) led the
 move Friday 
to make the bill a law. "It has 
been two years next July since 
state employes have had a pay 
adjustment," Allen said, "and I 
don't know of any segment of in-
dustry that has not moved ahead 
since that time."
 
Gov. 
Brown  protested that the 
pay boost contained 
in the bill 
would raise the salary increase 
fund from 32 million
 to 51 million 
dollars. 
Spirit  
of
 
'59
 
Matches
 
That  
of 
'76 
Heading
 
toward
 
Alaska,
 
Ron 
Jacobowitz
 
and  
Detroit,
 
Mich.,
 
expecting
 
to farm in 
Alaska's  
wife 
check
 
map
 
before
 
moving
 
on
 
from
 
St.  Paul, 
Kenai Peninsula.
 
Daughter
 
Sandra  is at left. 
Minn.
 
They
 
are  
part  
of 
'59er  
caravan
 which 
left  
The bill faces strong opposition 
in the Senate and Assembly and 
also must be passed by the entire 
Ways and Means Committee. 
Supporters of the bill include 
the California
 State Employees 
Assn., state college faculty mem-
bers and the California Teachers 
Assn. 
Varied Activities 
Planned by 
Classes 
For Coming 
Week 
FRESHMAN CLASS 
Students interested in becoming 
chairmen of one of the Freshman 
Class standing committees are ask-
ed to have their applications turn-
ed in by 1:30 today, FreShman 
Class president Bob Gangi, an-
nounced. The class meeting will 
be at 3:30 
p.m. in TH55. 
Applications may be obtained 
from Kathy Martin, class secre-
tary, or from the secretary in the 
Student 
Union. 
Membership sIgnups
 for the 
committees
 will be taken in 
the 
near future,
 Gangi stated. 
Today, the class' own newspa-
per, Sparta Baby, will be distrib-
uted. Places
 to pick it up are the 
Library, Spartan 
Book  Store or 
the Student Union, 
SOPHOMORE CLASS 
The Sophomore Class 
will  hold 
its regular meeting
 today in S142 
at 3:30. Main business 
will be re-
ports 
on the Gorgeous Gams con-
test, completed 
Friday,  and on the 
Joe 
College -Betty 
Coed  contest. 
JUNIOR CLASS 
The Junior
 Class will 
not meet 
today,
 it was 
announced  
Friday.  
The 
next
 regular 
meeting  will be 
next 
Monday 
at
 3:30 p.m.
 in TH-
147. 
Plans will
 be discussed
 foe 
the
 May 18 
Junior 
Prom.  
SENIOR 
CLASS 
The 
Senior  
Class  
will  meet
 to-
day in 
TH155  at 
3:30 p.m.
 to dis-
cuss
 plans 
for the 
Senior 
Ball  and 
Senior
 Banquet. 
The State Board of 
Education
 Friday reaffirmed its 
opposition to 
creation of a separate
 state college board
 pro-
mised by Gov. Edmund G. Brown. 
Meeting  in 
the  Studio 
Theater  on 
campus, the
 Board 
based its 
opposition 
on the 
feeling  that 
present 
board  ad-
ministration
 of 
the colleges
 has 
been  more
 than 
sufficient.  
Dr. 
Roy  E. Simpson.
 
superintendent
 of 
public 
instruc-
on,
 
indicated  
that 
the  
adminis-
ti.ative  
relationships
 
between  
insti-
tutions  
of
 higher
 learning
 are 
a 
problem.
 
Creation  
of a 
separate  
board 
of
 control
 for 
state  colleges
 
would  not 
alleviate
 the 
problem.
 
Dr.  
Simpson
 
indicated  
that  op-
ponents  
of the
 bill 
feel a 
"super 
board," 
which 
In effect
 would 
A 
"photo 
finish"  in 
the  Gor- 
control the 
public school
 system, 
geous 
Gams
 contest Friday result- 
could
 result 
from
 
approval
 
of
 the 
ed in 
the dramatic 
announcement 
measure. 
of Sid 
Thompson as winner 
with 
Creation
 
of
 a state 
college 
board,
 
a 
grand total
 of 
$39.25
 in  his 
favor,  
similar  in 
structure
 to 
university  
Thompson
 was
 sponsored
 by 
Sig-  boards
 of 
regents,  
was  a 
major  
ma Kappa. 
campaign
 plank 
of Gov. 
Brown. 
The other
 contender
 in the 
fight- 
A bill 
now  before
 the 
Legisla-
to-the-finish 
contest was Hansel, 
lure 
calls
 for
 such 
a board,
 but 
the 
boxer  dog sponsored
 by Theta 
does 
not 
provide
 
any means 
of 
Chi.
 Hansel 
wound up 
with 
$37.15  
financing
 it. 
Legislative
 Analyst
 A. 
worth  of 
votes.  
Alan 
Post has 
estimated
 that 
such 
Sophomore
 Class 
Pres. 
skip
 Fisk 
a board 
would 
require  
$19,000  to 
stated that
 the 
contest
 was 
ex- establish.
 
tended 
five 
minutes
 past 
deadlinft 
The 
board  also 
went  on 
record  
Friday
 to allow
 all the
 money 
to as 
opposed 
to
 Assembly
 bill 
1460,  
be 
turned  in. 
The  Sigma 
Kappas 
which 
calls  for a 
change 
In
 the 
turned  in 
$36  in the 
last seven
 se-  
process  of 
appointment
 of 
state  
conds 
and in the
 final 
second,
 The- 
college 
personneL 
ta Chi put in 
$30  for 
Hansel, 
Fisk  
The  
present  
system  
involves ap-
said.  
pointment
 by 
the 
director  
of
 edu-
Trophies
 will be awarded
 
cation
 on 
the  
recommendation
 of 
Thompson  
and 
Sigma  
Kappa  at 
the state 
college 
president.
 The ap-
the
 
Sophomore
 
Class  
meeting  to-  
pointment
 is 
then 
subject
 to 
ap-
day at 3:30 p.m. in S142.  
pa -oval 
of the 
board. 
Fisk 
said the 
sophomores col- 
The  
proposed
 bill 
would
 bypass  
lected 
$184.77 on the money-mak-
 
board  
action,  
leaving  
the 
appoint-
ing event.
 Voting occurred 
over 
a 
ment  
solely  in the 
hands
 of 
the 
three-day period, 
college
 president
 and
 the 
director  
Third place was won 
by 
John  
of 
education.  
Park, 
under the
 
sponsorship
 
of
 Board
 member
 Thomas 
L. Pitts 
Delta Sigma Phi. Park, 
who  led
 
cited  
the 
proposed
 
legislation
 as 
the contest
 after the first 
day's
 
being  
"bad
 
principle."  
voting, collected 
$22.31.
 
Acquisition  
of aa 
block 
of prop-
erty  to 
"square
 off" 
the SJS
 cam-
pus
 received
 board
 
support.
 A 
bill  
now 
before 
the 
Legislature
 calls 
for 
action  on 
the 
property,  
which  
lies 
between
 9th 
and 
10th  
streets
 
and
 San 
Fernando
 and 
San  An-
tonio 
streets. 
SK 
Entry  
Wins  Title 
Senior
 Coed 
Gets 
Award 
Gail Browne, senior librarian-
ship major,
 was selected 
Fricko
 
as the first recipient of the annu.t. 
Doris Smith 
Award in School Li-
brarianship. She 
received
 the 
award at the initiation dinner of 
Alpha Beta Alpha, national honor-
ary librarianship
 fraternity. 
A member of Gamma Phi Beta 
sorority, Gail received the award 
on 
the 
basis of 
scholarship,  char-
acter and 
service
 to the school and 
her department. 
She is 
past
 president of Alpha 
Beta Alpha, past 
publicity  chair-
man for 
Panhellenic  Council, and 
active in library
 service. Her 3.90 
average in her major, 
and a 3.75 
mark in psychology, her minor, 
provided the 
scholarship  basis for 
the award to the 
Mountain View 
high
 graduate. 
Miss Browne, 
who  lives in Kings
 
Beach, was presented
 the award 
by Miss 
Smith,  head 
of the de-
partment of 
librarianship. 
Miss Geraldine
 Ferring, head
 of 
the bureau 
of texts and 
libraries  
for the San Francisco 
schools, was 
the  featured speaker of the 
night.
 
Miss Smith, 
who  retires in June,
 
stated,  "I have established
 this 
scholarship  for senior librarianship 
majors to be 
given  on an annual 
basis. My greatest 
pleasure  in life 
has
 been working with these 
young  
people, and I 
am happy to be 
able
 
to 
help them 
further their 
educa-
tion"
 
New  City 
Design 
Subject of Talk 
Arthur 
Spencer,  director 
of plan-
ning and planning
 commission 
sec-
retary 
in Sunnyvale,
 will speak
 on 
"Creative 
City 
Planning"
 Tuesday
 
evening
 at 7:30 
in S142. 
His lecture,
 second in 
the recre-
ation
 
department's
 annual
 lecture 
series,  will 
be
 followed 
by
 a coffr.-
hour. All 
recreation 
majors ar,l
 
minors  are 
invited,  
according
 to 
Ed
 It 
irat 
al
 Santa Clara 
Adams, 
C.R.S. 
president.  
110,
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Greek
 Bias 
Edict 
Not
 
Discussed
 
I.
 
The  
attorney
 
general's
 
ruling  
re-
carding
 
recognition
 
of 
college
 
fra-
ternities
 
having  
alleged
 
discrim-
ination
 
clauses
 
did 
not 
come  
be-
fore 
the 
State
 Board
 
of
 
Education
 
meeting
 
here 
Friday.
 
A 
previous
 
statement
 
issued 
by 
Dr. 
Roy 
E. 
Simpson,
 
superintendent
 
of
 
public  
instruction,
 
indicated
 
"there  
have
 
been  
no
 
problems
 in 
this 
field  
in
 
our
 state
 
colleges."  
Writers
 
Meet
 
Here
 
The 
14th
 
annual
 
Valley  
Writers
 
Conference
 
will  
be
 
held  
at 
San  
Jose  
State's
 
Concert
 
Hall,  
today.
 
Main  
speaker
 
at the
 
event  
is Ro-
bin
 
White,
 
winner  
of 
a 
$5000
 
award  
for 
his 
book
 
"Elephant
 
Hill."  
Writing
 
competition
 
awards  
will 
be 
given  
to 
authors
 
of
 
prize-win-
ning 
manuscripts.
 
Gold 
cups
 
will  
be
 given
 to 
first
 place
 
winners  
and 
certificates
 
will 
go 
to 
second
 and
 
third 
place 
winners.
 
The 
natives
 
are 
restless.
 
Your  
loyal
 
Watusi
 
guide  
idly 
sits 
slipping
 
curare
 
into
 
your
 quinine 
water.  
Suddenly,
 a 
scream  
rents  
+he  
air.  
You  
freeze...
 
because
 
even  in 
the 
heat 
of 
tropic
 
Afric  
you  
are  
cool 
in 
your
 
Manhattan
 
short 
sleeve
 drip 
dry 
shirt
 
from
 
Roos/Atkins.
 
5.00
 
-.1ny, March
 16. 1959 
EDITORIAL
  
Let's 
Restore
 GI 
Bill  
A stor) an 
the :partan Daal :about 1.cck ago report-
ed 
a 
Minnesota
 senator
 proposing a 
whopping.  goernment-
financcd.
 
scholarship
 
program
 on the claim that "it's as 
important  
to the 
nation's welfare to promote 
education
 as 
a 40 million dollar
 defense program.
This appears to he 
a justifiable claim. What puzzles us, 
is why when so 
many people in \\ 
ashington appear con-
cerned about 
education, nothing 
has  been done to 
provide
 
educational  benefits
 for those 
called
 into military 
sert ice 
after 
Jan. 
31. 1955. 
Anyone  inducted
 into military 
service before 
Jan. 31, 
1955. is 
eligible  to receive
 a gift front 
the federal 
govern-
ment  entitling 
him to a 
four-year
 allowance
 of 5110 a 
month to 
attend  college 
after  his 
discharge.
 Now, 
young  
men are 
being called
 into 
military
 service
 today just
 as 
they were in 
January 
1953.  The 
only
 difference
 is that the 
men 
inducted 
today aren't
 given 
one cent 
by
 
the 
federal
 
government
 to 
enable  them
 to 
continue  
their  
education.  
(The 
men  
inducted
 today
 are, 
however,  
required 
to pay 
taxes
 to 
support  
those  who 
entered 
service 
in January
 1955 
or 
earlier.)
 
If educational benefits
 are only for those who served 
during combat,  why did the cut off date come two 
years  
after the Korean trouble ended? 
Sen. T. If. Kuchel (R -Calif.) recently proposed a 
bill  
that 
would restore 
educational
 benefits to those 
called into 
military service
 after the cut-off
 date In 1955. 
Certainly 
anyone 
who feels Uncle
 Sans will soon 
be beckoning 
him  
will be 
interested in 
the outcome 
of
 this proposed
 hill. 
EH.
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THE WAY
 A 
WOMAN  
LOOKS  AT 
A MAN ...AND
 
VICE 
VERSA  
Men! Turn Back 
The Insidious, 
Softening Tide of 
"Togetherness"!
 
Most women 
most
 men, too 
warm to the
 differences be-
tween man and
 woman. 
To shore up those differences 
against the pervasive, blurring 
tide of feminine "togetherness" 
or "pal -manship", a massive 
crusade is now building up  on 
Western campuses.  
Backed by the "Western Col-
legiate 
Committee  for More 
All -Woman Women and  All. 
Man
 Men", this is 
a crusade 
in the great "where men are 
men and women are mighty 
glad"  tradition, which
 popu-
lated the West. 
To provide 
an easily recog-
nized identification
 for this 
crusade, Can't 
Bust 'Em a 
name the West grew up with
has come forth, fittingly, with
 
a 
pair of trousers. Not 
an
 ordi-
nary pair of trousers. A special, 
distinctive
 kind of 
trousers.  In 
entirely
 new, ruggedly mascu-
line Cactus League styling, 
called 
"Frisko '49ers". 
Pants  
that mark 
unmistakably the
 
man  that stands 
solidly for 
rnanmanship. 
For the 
firm -fisted 
Man  that women
 
admire who 
wears the pants
 and 
holds 
a tight rein,
 the new 
Frisk*  
'99er trousers 
have these 
distin-
guishing 
features:  
virile
 look and
 
the feel of 
Western strength 
and 
ruggednessa
 trim, 
tapering 
look
 
that echoes
 the long, 
hard -riding 
days
 in the 
saddle
 of the 
early West 
. . 
a rich, 
tough, 
long- 
wearing,  
"Iron 
Pants"
 texture 
...  the 
distinc-
tive cut 
of
 the 
Western,
 cavalry 
pocket.
 
For, though women have sought a kind of equality
 by 
wearing 
pants, basic badge of the difference in the sexes and 
symbol
 
of a 
man's dignity has 
always 
been  his trousershe
 may 
"lose his 
shirt", but never his pants 
If you are for more,
 not less, difference in the
 
sexes.,.
 
If you are for 
purposeful  men, and pliant women ... 
If you
 feel men should be strong, 
and women silken ... 
Join 
your voice today
 to thousands of 
others in this 
growing  cru-
sade for More All -Man
 Men and All -Woman 
Women.  
Show how 
you stand on this 
most  basic of all 
issues
 by beginning 
today to wear the 
official symbol 
of
 the crusadeFrisko
 '49ers
with  the 
handsome,
 tough, 
unpolished  
texture
 and rugged 
mascu-
linity of 
Cactus  League...
 the new, all -man's styling 
that origi-
nates in the West. 
°about 5.5.95 
Paid for
 by 
Can't
 Bust 'Em 
Makers  of 
Cactus
 League 
"Frisko
 '49ers"  
See them at 
WORK 
CLOTHES  
Lower Floor. San 
Jose 
Street Floor, 
Sunnyvale
 
San 
Jose:  CYpress 3-3636 
Sunnyvale:
 
Regent 6-1220 
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TIME 
NOW TO 
WIPE  OFF my 
old cardboard
 uke which 
has been 
IIK111001551113: 
gathering dusty time up in the attic 
along 
with a Harry
 Owens re -
Entered
 as second class 
,natter 
April  24, 
cording of "Queen Lilleetc.--etc." 
Yes, It seems 
we
 have pruned 
onto our family
 tree an island
 
In
 the 
sun; the reason 
being, I think, to 
warm us up after
 asking 
the Frozen North 
to our congressional
 party. The 
statehood
 bill 
got my full 
support
 at our own 
boarding house 
senate --so that 
now I may
 attend Aloha State
 and receive 
transferrable
 units 
in surfing. 
I have
 never actually taken
 the bon voyage across
 the ocean on 
our left to visit our 
olive -skinned kid brother. 
But if I understand 
everything
 correctly, 
more  is blossoming 
over  in Leilaniland 
than pine-
apples, and brown grass 
for the shacks they picture
 so in all their 
travel posters. 
Many's the night I have spent hula -hipping
 vicariously to the ac-
companiment
 of colored slides. These
 colored slide addicts insist
 on 
pushing
 their vacation dope off 
on me, and I must sit by 
helplessly,  
breathing in all the 
beauty of Hawaii their Argus C-3 could
 capture. 
"Now here you see 
Herbert  and I sitting outside 
the Sandy Co-
conut. 
Those  are two chicks we picked up; heh-heh." 
"Yeah," comes my 
enthusiastic endorsement.
 "Yeah." Slide No. 
2: "Here's one taken down 
at Waikiki during one of their famous 
Poi Festivals." 
Then we listen to 23 minutes 
on the 
history
 and 
customs of "The 
People"pt 
ii festivals, in particular. 
Slide 457 finds us getting 
ready  to leave "the People" and their 
land. It is soul -rending. "Gee, that must've been some trip, all right," 
is about all the heart I can muster up at the time. (Since I have been 
thinking if there is any deviled -egg left in the ice box for a midnight 
snack, all the way back since, Slide 352.1 But: "I've got a few more 
shots of the 
boat as 
we left." I 
can 
barely 
keep from jumping up and 
down. 
a 
AFTER THIS 
SLIDE  PREMIER, we are given a full double fea-
ture of the islands via the snapshot medium.
 Mostly the pictures are 
of 
people's  
thumbs in front 
a the lens
 and an 
occasional
 shot
 of the 
motel wall. 
"Boy, YOU'D
 
love  it over 
there:"
 he says, 
clapping  me on the 
shoulder.
 
(The
 
exclamation
 mark is his, 
incidentally.)
 And I no-
tice all 
the 
women  
in the
 snapshots
 are 
wrapped
 in gay
 looking 
towels 
called 
sarongs.
 
However,
 unlike Dorothy 
Lamour, the 
sarongs
 
usually  
outdo
 what 
they  are 
packaging.  
I 
think  
if I 
keep  on 
saving
 my Dole pineapple labels and C&H 
ugar tags,
 I may 
WIN  a 
free trip to 
till,:  
land 
of Hilo
-Hattie. 
... 
YOUR
 EYES 
CAN 
ONLY  
BE 
AS 
GOOD
 AS 
YOUR 
GLASSES
 
. . DON'T
 LOOK
 
FOR 
CHEAP 
BARGAINS!
 
CONSULT 
Dr. 
HAROLD
 
HASKELL  
Optometrist
 
Complete
 eye 
examinations  
and 
optical
 
service. 
Latest 
styled  glasses
 
and
 optical
 
prescriptions
 
filled  
No 
Appointment
 
Necessary  
Easiest 
Credit  
Terms  
CY 
7-1880 
100 
So, 1st 
St. 
Beaux 
Arts 
Ball 
Books 
Jazz 
Critics  
Prima 
Villaruz
 and 
his  
Jazz
 
Critics, currently
 the Saturday 
night attraction at the Keroiene 
Club, will provide dance strains 
at this year's costume Beaux 
Arts Ball, April 4, Chester Amyx. 
dance chairman 
said  yesterday. 
Co -sponsored
 by Delta Phi 
Delta, the honorary
 art society 
and
 
Alpha Gamma,
 the SJS art 
club, the ball is an annual affair, 
open to all students. Admission 
is 
$1.50 for both couples and stags. 
Site is undetermined. 
AIL  
RECORDS  
a t 
D/SCOUNT/
 
SPEC/ALS  OF THE 
WEEK!
 
MONAURAL
 
"WELCOME  
TO
 THE 
CLUB"  
Nat
 
"King"
 
Cole  
Regular
 
4.98  
3.38
 
Now 
STEREO
 
"TILL"
 
Roger 
Williams 
Regular
 4.98
 
3.38
 
Now 
COAST
 
RADIO
 
266 SO. 
I s.T SANASE
 
Opefi
 
Aiem.s
 
Thurs.
 9:0e 
As
 
I 
See
 
It...
 
By 
PAUL
 
F.
 
DUNNE
 
It's
 
rather  
interesting
 
that
 
spring
 
as 
a season 
has 
for  
centuries  
been a 
period
 
of 
re
-awakening.
 
Major offensives 
of war, 
planting
 
of
 
crops,
 
and  
courtship
 
of
 the opposite  
sex 
all 
usually
 
are  
started
 
in 
that
 
small
 
time
 span called 
spring.
 
It 
is not 
unusual
 
therefore,
 
that
 
great
 political 
awaken. 
ings 
also are hatched
 
in
 
this
 
period.
 
A 
recent  revolt
 of 
"rightist" elements
 
in 
Iraq  
has
 
shown  
the "season of joy"
 
to 
he
 also one
 of 
violence
 
and   
misunderstanding. 
The
 Middle 
East, 
although 
al-
ways on the 
verge of 
conflict,
 in 
the 
last
 years has 
become
 
a 
breeding ground
 for 
strong
 
na-
tionalistic
 
movements
 
that  
are 
sweeping  
across  
Asia and 
Africa
 
with a 
tremendous  
force. 
The 
former  
colonial  
empires
 
have
 been
 
continually  
under 
heavy 
propaganda
 fire 
from 
the 
United 
Nations 
to give 
the peo-
ples 
of these
 
backward  
c..un-
tries 
an 
opportunity
 
for 
self 
rule. 
Russia 
has used
 the 
strong  
de-
sire for
 self 
determination
 
as
 a 
springboard
 for 
infiltration
 
and  
subversion.
 
Despite
 this,
 
however,
 
many
 of 
the 
newborn
 
countries  
are  
trying 
to
 maintain
 a 
neutral  
policy. 
The Middle
 East 
countries 
again
 and 
again  
have
 been 
con-
demned  for 
their 
"leftist"  
ten-
dencies,
 but in 
actuality 
the 
West-
ern 
powers  
have
 used this 
as 
a 
weapon  
against 
nascent
 
republics 
which 
refuse  to 
take 
sides in the
 cold 
war. 
Nasser
 of 
Egypt, 
although  
considered  by 
many
 a radical 
and a 
Communist,  
has 
made
 it 
known that he will 
not tolerate 
the Soviets
 or the 
West 
to subvert any
 of his 
policies.  
In the 
Far  East the 
situation 
is similar. 
The  renaissance 
of
 
political
 change after 
many cen-
turies of 
exploitation 
by
 "white" 
men has 
drastically
 made this 
part of 
the globe a 
potential  
trouble spot. 
Since 
India became a political 
entity 
she  too has maintained 
a 
neutral or 
non -alignment policy 
with  the West 
and  East. 
Many diplomatic sources still 
are speculating on 
how these vari-
ous 
nations can keep their pre-
carious
 positions. This, of course, 
depends 
on
 what we do as a 
na-
tion.  
In Congress, many representa-
tives have a 
nasty habit of 
labeling 
anything  that is not 
for the U.S. 
and its political 
line as "Red." 
The unfortunate part of the 
situation is that nations are auto-
matically
 divided 
into "good guys" 
and  
"bad guys." 
Billions of dollars are spent 
every year for foreign aid, but 
Let us hope that our somewhat 
money alone does not make 
friends. 
The world of 
"white 
supreme 
acy" is gone, 
especially  when
 one 
considers that two-thirds of the 
globe 
is
 composed of 
non-white  
peoples. If the U.S. continues to 
follow  a scheme of classifying 
people Into ideological cells she 
might well find herself faced by 
an angry continent of national-
istic colored races that have 
slipped
 by default
 into 
the
 
Com-
munist orbit. 
Patronize
 Our 
Advertisers
 
baffled
 
leaders
 do 
not  let 
this 
hap-
pen. 
If 
the  
people 
and  their 
repre-
sentatives
 
in 
Congress 
would 
make
 an 
effort
 to understand that 
the 
world 
is not
 
simply
 
segmented
 
politically
 
or
 ideologically into 
black
 
and 
white,  but rather
 into 
infinite
 
shades  
between
 the 
two 
extremes,
 the 
U.S.
 might make 
some
 
friends
 
overseas.
 
Symphonic
 
Band
 
To
 
Play
 
Tomorrow
 
The
 
Symphonic
 
Band,
 
directoi
 
by
 
Dr.  
Robert
 
Hare,
 
assistant
 
pro.
 
fessor
 
of 
music,
 
will
 
present
 
its
 
first 
and
 
only
 
SJS
 
concert
 
of
 
the
 
spring
 
semester,
 
tomorrow
 
eve.
 
rung
 at 
8:15  
in 
the
 
Music
 
Bldg,
 
Concert
 
Hall.
 
Howard
 
Hillyer,
 
graduate
 
inn.
 
sic  
major,
 
will
 
be
 
guest
 
sal*
 
and  
perform
 
Mozart's
 
Horn
 
con,
 
certo  
No. 
2 
in  
E
-flat
 
m a j T h e
 
program
 
will
 
include
 
the
 
or
 
Schuman;
 
Elsa's
 
ProePssien
 
la 
the
 
Chester  
Overture
 
by 
%Ilia,
 
Canzona
 
by
 
Peter
 
Mennin;
 
Waite?
 
Cathedral
 
by
 
Richard
 
Wagner:
 
Music
 Suite
 
by 
George
 
Handel;
 
Dance
 
of the
 
Japanese
 
Youth
 
by 
Shigeo  
Tohno;
 
Caucasian
 
Sketchea
 
by
 
Ippolotv-Ivanov
 
and
 
Marche
 
Hongroise
 
by
 
Hector
 
Berlioz.
 
The  
program
 
is 
free
 
and
 
open
 
to 
the 
public.
 
Shank's
 Drive
-In
 
Cleaners
 
AND 
SHIRT
 
LAUNDRY
 
, 
APPROVED
 SANITATION
 
DRY 
CLEANING
 
"In
 at 9:00 a.m.  
ONE DAY 
SERVICE
  
Special
 
one
 week
 only 
2nd & San Carlos 
Out
 at 
5:00
 
p.m."
 
NO
 EXTRA
 
CHARGE
 
LADIES'
 
SUITS
 
$1.10
 
CY
 
3-3701
 
See us for the 
sweetest engine 
tune-up  you can 
buy.. 
you can be sure 
that Yager
 & 
Silva means 
top  perform-
ance  that can't 
be beat! 
Aftt 
Drive in 
today  
Your 
engine
 tune-up 
includes:  
Clean,
 regap
 
spark  
plugs,
 
Check  
distributor  
Clean,
 adji;st
 points 
Retime 
engine 
...and
 
more  
besides!
 
11111 11111  
Service is our business 
YAGER
 & 
SILVA 
SHELL  
SERVICE
 
98 
SO.  FOURTH
 STREET 
across 
from
 Student
 Union
 
Dufi 
1.1 
$041.1.
 
'WOK'S  
Senior
 
Math
 
Majors
 
(upper
 
2,0% 
of 
class)
 
No. 1 
/N A SERIES OF MESSAGES TO 
MATHEMATICS MAJORS 
ABOUT 
BECOMING
 AN 
ACTUARY:
 
As an 
Actuary,  your 
opportunity
 
for 
advancement
 is 
unlimited.  
Actuaries hold the top executive 
position 
in 30 of the largest 
insurance
 companies  in 
America.
 
It will
 be 
well  worth your 
while  to 
find out 
about "Your Career
 QS an 
Actuary"mail
 the coupon
 
today.  
TO: 
 
Pacific  
Mutual
 
Life 
Pacific
 
Mutual
 
Building  
Los 
Angeles
 55, 
California
 
Alt's:  
Personnel
 
Director
 
Please
 
send  
mc 
"Your 
Carcer
 as
 an
 
Actuary"
 
flu 
MC 
ST1tePT 
err?
 
STAIN
 
'-'9 
.................................................................
 
and
 
Irrow 
sistant
 
pro
 
Present its 
teert
 
of
 
the
 
lorrow
 
eve.
 
Music
 
Bldg.
 
actuate
 
rest
 
soloist
 
Horn Con. 
major.
 
include
 
the
 
Y 
William
 
ssion
 
to
 
the
 
Vi'aeher. 
nin;
 
Walter
 
ge
 
Handel:
 
C 
Youth
 
by
 
an
 
Sketches
 
nit 
Marche
 
Berlioz.
 
e 
and
 
open
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ugs, 
Is
 
LETTERS
 
TO
 
THE  
EDITOR  
commends
 
Ike
 
EDITOR:
 
INly
 
thanks to
 
the  
writer
 
of
 
Thursday's
 editorial. It 
gems  
logical
 
that
 
President Eisen-
hower
 
knows
 
more  
about 
thing.
 
military
 
than
 
the  
congressmen
 
%to 
spend
 
their
 
timeand  
the 
taxpayers'
 
moneytrying
 to tell 
ban 
how
 
to
 
run  
the
 nation's
 de-
fense
 
forces.
 
politics
 
can't
 
be
 
kept 
out of 
the 
Army,
 
but
 
many "draftable 
Spartans"
 
and
 
others  in the 
same 
situation
 
could
 
and
 should
 
be
 
if 
the 
United
 
States
 
is to have a 
capable  
civilian
 
work
 
force  
to 
match
 
that 
of 
the 
Soviet  
Union.  
Jean  
Peterson
 
No
 
Limit
 
to 
'Public'?
 
EDITOR:  
I 
ant 
writing
 
this let-
ter 
in 
protest
 to 
the 
proposition
 
to 
ban 
bicycle
 
riding
 
(torn 
our 
campus.
 
Several
 
thousand
 
students  
now 
ride 
bicycles,
 
but 
they 
all 
are  
doing  
so 
as
 a 
matter
 
of
 
choice
 
or 
because  
they 
are 
forced
 to do 
so 
because
 our 
farsighted
 
Plan-
ners 
have
 
failed
 
us
 
with  
one  
single
 
parking
 place
 for 
our 
cars. 
'a 
V.: IA, 
24..v)k. 
The
 
case
 
of
 the 
typing  paper 
that 
erased
 
without
 a 
traceor,  
EATON'S
 
CORICA-SABLE
 
BOND
 
Typewriter  
Paper 
It's 
a 
cinch  to "rub
 out" 
typing
 
errors and 
leave  no 
"clues",  m hen von 
ti.,  
Eaton's  Cori-F.15alac Bond 
Paper. 
Never smears, 
nes,r 
smudgeshecan,.. 
Corrisable's 
ellrface  
eraSe.ti 
Mith a 
trace!  
(A
 flick of the 
mri-t  
and a 
pencil
 eraner puts 
things
 
right!)
 This 
line
 
quality bond paper gives a 
handsome  appearance! to
 all 
your work. It's a 
perfeet
 
crime 
not  to use it ! 
Erasable  
Conisable  Is available
 in all the 
weights
 you 
might 
require
-from 
onionskin  to hew./
 bond. In 
con-
venient 100
-sheet 0a6tinta 
and 500- sheet 
ream boxes. 
A Berkshire 
Typewriter
 Paper,
 backed by 
the 
famous
 
Eaton 
name.  
EATON'S 
CORIIXSABLE
 BOND 
Made only 
by
 Eaton 
EATON  PAPER 
CORPORATION (k) 
PITTSFIELD,  MASS.ACDUSETTS
 
Most 
meaningful
 
of 
gifts  
at 
Easter
 
  
THE
 
BELOVED
 
AUTHORIZED  
KING
 
JAMES  
VERSION
 
The
 
Bible  is 
still 
the 
world's  
best
 
seller.
 
And 
it's  also 
the
 
ideal
 gift for any
 
occasion.
 
See the
 complete
 
selection
 
in
 our 
Easter  
display.
 
Prices
 
start
 
at
 
$2.50.  
spartan
 
bookstore
 
Right 
on
 
Campus"
 
We
 have
 the 
choice
 of 
paying!
 
outlandish
 
rents  to 
money
-hungry
 
landlords
 so 
that 
we
 may 
park 
close
 
enough
 to the 
college
 
to
 be 
able to 
walk. 
If
 our 
campus
 
sidewalks
 
are  to 
be 
considered
 
"public,"
 thus
 bring-
ing 
them 
under
 
San  
Jose
 
Mu-
nicipal  
Code,  then
 what 
about  our
 
lawns, our 
library,
 
our cafeteria 
and  our 
swimming  
pool? Is 
SJS to 
be 
host 
to
 every 
Tom, 
Dick 
and 
Harry  In 
the 
general  
publica 
year-round  
"open
 
house?"
 
We can 
cut  our 
bike 
accidents 
by 
prohibiting  
bike 
riding 
on 
campus,
 sure,
 but 
cities 
also can
 
cut  
pedestrian
 
accidents  
by
 re-
quiring
 all 
cars
 to 
park 
outside  
city 
limits.  
Our 
campus 
soon 
will  encom-
pass
 more 
than 
20
 city 
blocks,  
and  
we 
have 
only  10 
minutes 
between
 
classes.
 Let's 
he 
practical.  
Charles  
L. 
Lunsford  
'Arise!
 
Bikeriders'
 
EDITOR:
 Now 
they want
 laws 
prohibiting  bike
 riding 
on
 camp-
us. 
These 
are  the 
times  that
 try 
men's 
souls. 
Bicycles  
are 
some-
thing
 between 
a hindrance
 and a 
help.  We 
cannot
 drive 
our cars 
because of 
limited 
space;  we 
can-
not 
ride our bicycles
 because of 
limiting
 laws. 
These  are 
the  oc-
casions a 
good learner 
would not 
miss.
 
Granted 
that bicycles 
impede 
pedestrian  traffic, but what
 of the 
jeeps, 
carts,  trucks 
and assorted 
utility  vehicles 
that
 also clutter 
the narrow paths?
 While consider-
ing 
crowded,
 congested 
conditions,  
what  
of the cluster of 
idle gab-
bers in the 
constricted  stairways, 
halls and doorways?  
One 
measure 
of success 
is not 
whether or not 
you have a tough 
problem
 to deal with, but 
whether
 
it's the 
same  problem
 
you 
had 
last
 year. It is difficult to 
make
 
conditions better with laws, but 
it is easy enough to make 
them 
worse  with bad laws. 
It 
is
 said 
the cautious seldom err; let us 
look before we leap into making 
hasty laws. Bikers arise; we 
must 
rattle the bones of apathy, and 
stir ourselves to action before we 
are 
victimized!  
James M. Scott 
Nachman's Jury 
EDITOR: In the years that I 
have been at SJS. I have seen 
many 
Spartan
 Dailies come and 
go. I have even been able to com-
pare them with other college 
papers in the area, 
and it always 
has made me proud. It is 
not  only 
my opinion, but that of many stu-
dents both 
here and at 
other  
schools, that we have one of the 
finest college newspapers
 in the 
state.
 
We always have 
had excellent 
personnel on the staff, due to the 
good Department of Journalism
 
and Advertising. But this year, 
it seems the 
Daily 
finally
 
has 
come up with a rotten apple. The 
person of whom I speak is Jerry 
Naclunan,  the 
flowery 
author
 of 
"earthpeople." Jerry has printed 
few columns, in that this is 
his 
first 
year
 as a 
columnist,
 
but  in 
this time, he has hurt
 quite
 a 
few
 
people. 
Now I didn't 
think 
twice  
about 
the column slashing 
fraternities 
and rushing, 
because  that is old 
hat. When
 
you run
 out 
of
 news, 
there's always the Greeks to cut. 
But the one about the song girls 
the team, and general 
spirit  at 
SJS really got me. 
Why does a 
girl want to go out 
for sang girl? Because song girls 
represent
 the 
school,
 that's why. 
And 
Mr. Nachman
 
also 
represents  
the school,
 in that he writes for 
the 
paper.  The only difference 
is 
obvious.
 The song girls want to 
make a good impression on other
 
people. An dtkey have. We 
have  
had the best 
song girls in the 
state, in the past you know. Or 
do 
you?  I guess not. 
I've been told 
the Daily is un-
derstaffed this semester 
and that 
it needs every man it can get. 
But how
 about a little more
 em-
phasis 
on the
 woad MAN, 
huh? 
Mike  Colby 
Dave 
Gupton
 
Chuck 
Bruderer 
Mike 
Eagan  
Berger 
Benson  
OVERHAUL 
SPECIALS 
 Auto 
Trans. $35  and up 
 Valve Jobs $15 and up 
Special
 Rates 
For Students 
with A.S.B. Cords 
FRED
 & JOHN'S 
GARAGE
 
1557 S. 
1st
 St. CY 
5-6559
 
BUNGALOW 
FOUNTAIN
 & 
BAKERY 
13,enkfast
 and 
Lunch 
SPARTAN  SPECIAL 
Steak & Eggs  
95c 
,, 
1 
dos
 
.  
  
k:30 'es 3 
Corner of 
9TH El 
WILLIAMS 
A & M Auto Repair 
general
 auto 
repair 
SPECIALITY
 
Hydramatic
 Powerglide
 
student rotes 
456
 E San Salvador 
CY 
5-4247
 
FAIRGROUNDS
 
FAIRWAYS
 
Golf
 
Driving  
Rang.  
SPECIAL 
STUDENT 
RATE 
35¢ bucket
 
with ASB 
Card
 
S 
10th
 & Tully 
Road  
Sahara
 Oil 
Co. 
BEST
 GAS 
PRICES  
IN SAN JOSE
 
AT 
SECOND & 
WILLIAM 
CAMPUS
 
LAUNDERETTI
 
Quality Work 
for Lower Prices 
3 
hr.  Laundry Servicia 
1 -Day Cleaning Service 
403 S. 3rd 
THE
 
QNSSWER
 
MAN
 
Parking  
Problems?
 
Santa  
Cruz
 
Is
 
Near  
What
 has 
Santa  ()Liz
 Beach 
got that 
the downtown
 area 
of 
San 
Jose 
doesn't  
have?  
Beautiful,  
shapely,
 long 
limbed 
birds, 
"perfumey"
 ocean 
breezes 
with 
red-lipsticky  
colored 
boats 
and long 
blonde strands
 of beach 
sand. 
Why do people
 return 
home
 all 
bedraggled? 
Because  only the 
tanning skin 
color has been
 changed to 
protect  
the 
reminiscence.  
What did 
those  two girls
 
say  
about you and 
your  girl friend 
after you had come out of the
 
water?
 
One looked 
at
 the girl and 
said, "Look at 
the jellyfish 
with 
seaweed
 on its head." The 
other replied, "Yeah. And
 the 
skinny piece of hark that 
wa.sh-
ed ashore with it." 
Have you ever tried to fight the 
bully of the beach?
 
Once. He kicked sand in m. 
face and 
pummelled
 me. Ins 
nit 
afraid anymore.
 I'm the best 
swimmer on the beach 
now. 
WORMY AUTO
 
FAREHAM, 
England
 /UPI) 
Michael Delaney 
was  fined six 
pounds (516.80) for driving
 a 
ce: 
afflicted with 
worms. 
Delaney said the 
worms got 
4 
the 
wooden door of his 1929
 cro
 
and he had to tie it to the 
steer-
ing column with wire.
 He we 
charged 
with  having a 
dangeroon
 
door. 
CAMPUS
 
MEMOS  
1 
California Pioneers of - rita 
Clara County has made available ' 
a $75 grant in the field of Santa 
Clara County History. The 
award  
is available to upper division or 
graduate social science majors, 
male or female.
 
The local 
history  scholarship 
committee, consisting of Dr. Ben- ' 
jamin Gilbert, Dr. Gladys 
Waldron 
and 
Dr. Edgar Hornig, said the 
requirements are that a student  
has a 3.0 average in social science 
courses and be recommended by 
at least two faculty members. 
Applications are available in the 
history
 department office, CH137. 
Applications must be 
submitted
 by 
March 18. 
   
Phi Kappa
 Phi members will 
meet in Cafeteria room 
B today 
at 12:30 to 
hear a lecture by Dr.
 
Theodore E. Verhaaren.
 SJS mod-
ern languages professor.
 
   
Mary and 
Sally  Ellis, 
"Golden
 
Anniversary 
Twins"
 for 50th an-
niversary
 celebration 
of the first 
U.S. regular
 broadcasting
 station 
in
 San Jose, 
modeled  1909 
fashions 
: for the 
Merchants'  Assn. 
"Desk  
Set" fashion 
show Friday at 
the  
Sainte 
Claire  Hotel. 
The  twins are 20
-year -old jun-
iors from 
Oxnard. Sally is 
an
 edu-
cation major; 
Mary is in home 
economics.
 
 .  
Tau 
Gamma,  
honorary
 sorority
 
for women
 physical 
education
 and 
OFFICE 
HOURS 
Spartan  Daily 
Advertising  
Department  
1:45 
p.m.  420 p.m. 
All phone
 calls
 regarding 
Display
 
Ads 
should  be 
made
 between the
 above 
hours.
 (N.B.Plece 
Classified  Ads 
at Room
 IS, Tower
 Hall.) 
K B M 
RENT A 
TYPEWRITER  
Special
 Student 
Rate
 
3 
MONTHS
 $15 
KENNEDY EUSINESS 
MACHINES
 
96 
E. 
San  Fernando
 
CY 
2-7501
 
C P & Q 
SERVICE
 STATION 
Prensuirn Gas 
and  01 at  Lowest 
of 
Prices! 
Save Through
 Our 
Membership!
 
13th and Julian Sts. 
LICURSI'S
 
HAIR CUTS 
THE BEST FOR LESS! 
ADULTS 11.50 Under 12-4125
 
Daily 1.7 Sunday
 1.12 
ANY 
CUTS  
421  EAST SANTA CLARA 
EUROPE 
Dublin
 
ho
 
this 
Iron Cartels;
 
Africa
 
to Swedes. 
You're  
accompanied
 
sot 
herded.
 College
 ag 
only. 
Also short
 trips. 
EUROPE  
SUMMER  
TOURS  
ISS sai,o
  (Bo. -- 
Pa,ad,a.
 
Calif. 
recreation
 majors, 
will 
initiate
 
six 
members and one 
associate
 mem-
ber Wednesday evening at 6:30 
it, 
Memorial Chapel. 
*  
The San 
Jose Householder
 
Assn. 
has  presented a $25 
scholat
 - 
ship
 to Ann 
Bruederle,  a 
fresh-
man
 
student, for 
achieving th, 
highest  grade point 
average last 
semester.  
by 
LOU 
LUCIA 
Did  
anyone  
ever 
pull 
the 
oil  
'snipe
 
hunting'  
trick  
on
 you?
 
Yes.
 I had
 the 
last 
laugh;
 I 
caught
 
three  
of
 them.
 
I went 
fishing 
off the 
pier at 
Santa
 Cruz. 
I caught
 three
 cat-
fish
 and
 put
 them
 In 
the 
glove  
compartment  
of my 
car. 
Why  
haven't
 I had
 any 
dates 
lately?  
You 
don't  
have  a 
convertible.  
Is 
there 
more 
than
 one 
pebble 
on 
the 
beach?  
Look 
around 
you. There
 are 
fat  
ones,
 skinny
 ones 
and just
 right 
ones. Most of them 
are 
quietly 
lying 
there. 
Remember,
 'a 
rollinr
 
stone 
gathers  no 
moss.' 
How 
come the 
beach  is 
so
 
populated  
on 
weekdays?  
Simple. 
Students  
can't  find 
parking
 
places
 
around  the 
school  
area and stop at 
the 
r 
spot 
 
 
SP.tRTAN  
D.1111.1r-3  
Monday.
 Mareh It, 19511  
KOED Features
 
Stravinsky's "Firebird 
Suite."  
and Annoys Bores'
 from
 
Ortega
 
"Peer Gynt Suite" 
will
 be 
heard on )(OED's 
"Classical 
Hour" today at 
12:35.
 Jack 
O'Rourke 
will 
47111.1.e.
 
KOED presents music five 
afternoons 
a week over 
the  
speaker
 In the 
Library Quad. 
ailier  3 
HOLLYWOOD
 
STUDIO
 
Special  Rates to 
Sororities
 
and
 
Fraternities
 
Proofs
 shown on all 
placement
 
and 
graduation
 
0ltotos.
 
Your  
selection
 is 
Retouched.
 
41 North First Street 
Son 
Jose,  
California
 
CY 2 - 8960 
...
 Se) 
Converient
 
io the College 
SHOPPER'S
 
MARKET 
10th 
and Santa C!cva 
Sts,  
450 E. Santa Clara
 St. 
 
Groceries
 
 Produce 
 
Meats 
Just
 three blocks off the 
Spartan
 
campus, the Shoppers 
Market  
offers you friendly service
 and
 
quality 
foods  at competitive prices 
. . . 
plenty of FREE parking. 
QUalitY 
IfelOdS?
 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
SERVICE
 
Phon-,,. CY 
5-1236 
riffirBlue-Chip
 
He's been on his way
 up 
from the day he started work 
James
 C. Bishop got
 his  B. S. in 
Elri  
 
Viral Engineering from the I nit er:itv 
of 
Illinois on June 23.
 1933.
 
On 
Jolt
 1. 
he went
 to work as a lineman in the 
Illinois Bell 
Telephone
 Company man. 
agement training program. On July 2. 
he ma, -"Ilion) ring- tip 
telephone poles. 
And he's been "climbing-
 
ever since.
 
A planned
 
rotational
 training 
I'' 
glans. 
interrupted
 lc) a 
stint 
in
 Ille Arms. 
took
 
Jim 
through I, irlually
 esirv pliant-
 of 
plant operation-. 
He was promoted to :station Installa 
lion Foreman in Juls.
 1957. Then came
 
more training
 at company 
expense
  
in human 
relations  
and 
other
 
siipi  
S isory subjectsat
 
hini  
ITIO'r
 
early
 1')5R. Jim has been Cen-
tral 011ie 
Foreman
 in the 
Kedzie 
if.? of (Neap), 
which  embrares about
 
:;1.1100
 
telephone 
stations.
 lie has 1') 
isien 
reporting
 
.to hins. 
I wan
 
hired  as
 'a candi.Lite
 for
 
man.. 
agement.' he 
say:. -I knou 
I'll get 
the training 
and 
opportunity 
tis keep 
mot 
ing ahead. 
lbws
 
far I 
go is up to 
till'. 
I can't 
ask  for 
more 
than
 that." 
 
* 
Find
 MIt  
about  eareer 
opportunities
 for 
von
 
in the Bell 
Telephone
 
Companien.  
Tilk 
ss ills the 
Bell inters
 lesser
 %hen  he 
init  
ectjr 
campus. 
means
 
Idle,  
tc,o1
 the Bell Telephone
 
butiklet  on file 
ii 
Mit  
Placement  
Mire.  
Jun
 hof - trcill.6
 
Is 
Will% 
hi.  tnon.
 Ai 
r  .
 
aid,' rout,
 In 
connection  
with  the "totosric- 
of 
his office to noel
 s..: s 
At tight, 
11.. awl a hano own chra L a block 
onroritson
 iin 
the insin 
BELL  
TELEPHONE
 
COMPANIES
 
Pm' 
4 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  
Moralay.  
tlf- 
lt
 101 
IBy
 
GREGORY  
H. BROWN.  
Pa/4bl chet . 
 
y the punch." 
d 
AS JACK
 
DEMPSEY
 
once said,
 -The 
legs go 
and you 
can 
mo(e. 
but't
 
The 
Maou
 never lose 
nassa
 Mauhr 
was referrire,,
 in 
particular
 recently
 to Sugar
 
e 
s New
 
220  
Recor
 
 
 
Ray 
Robinson's decision to trade 
punches
 with 
Archie
 Moore, cur -
Bob 
Poynter.
 the Spartan's new 
over San 
Francisco
 State
 and 
rent light -heavy  
c 
amp. 
guided 
missle, nosed out Ray 
The 
fight.  
carry  ine, a one million 
dollar price 
tag,
 will pit 
a 39- 
Norton in the 
100 Saturday to 
year
-old 
cabhage-hungry  
Robinson 
against  a 
trieless  old 
pro
 of 43-46(?)
 
highlight an otherwise dull romp 
who 
has  flattened 
the likes of 
Rocky  
Marciano
 and has 
sent
 more men 
Cal 
Aggies.
 
Poynter's
 9.6 
was 
good  
enough
 to nip
 Norton 
at the 
tape
 but 
both 
runners-up,  
Nor-
to 
dreamland
 than any 
other in 
boxing
 history. 
SUtiAtt  RAY 
always  has 
been  a heavy 
hitter. But
 now he 
will
 
have to 
belt  out a little 
more weight 
than  he is 
accustomed
 to. 
Again.
 
Baseballers
 
he is 
seven  years 
older  than he 
was when 
he threw in 
the towel on 
his 
first
 light
-heavyweight
 venture. 
take
 pulverizing 
punches and 
still  come back 
for more. 
Robinson  
ravel  
South; 
Moore,
 as proven 
in the Durelle 
smasher some
 months ago,
 call 
indeed 
taking his life 
into
 his own hands.
 Gone is the speed
 and leg. 
prancing that
 dazzled his 
adversaries 
in
 the past. 
Be 
sure  
and
 
check  
our 
party
 and 
club  
discounts  
that are 
available 
FIFTH AND 
SANTA CLARA
 
EL 
RANCHO  
DRIVE-IN
 
"AUNTIE MAME" 
"STAGE STR:JCK" 
MNFRIR  
c 
y _ 
- 4 
0 .5--
zs 
T14  ; SALtys_CLARAr 
FRANK SINATRA 
DEAN MARTIN 
SHIRLEY MacLAINE 
COLOR
 
" 
IIMCI
 
EA:ES  
- 
loudest
 
laugh
 
round -up 
in years! 
DANEL
 
KENN 
I 
MORE
 
I  MiiiiihEW 
ttlIt
 
TIM 
SpoLs 
Battle  
Fresno  
Spartans
 
,ma Jose 
State  varsity  
base-
 
Top
 
Chico  
, bailers will travel to Fresno to-
day for a doubleheader
 with the 
Iperennially
 strong 
Bulldog, nine. 
The Bulldogs, under 
the  
direc-
tion
 of Pete Bieden, boast 
pow-
erful
 squad
 this year. The Raisln 
City crew have 13 members 
of
 
:it
 year's 
team  returning. 
outfield
 appears to be the Bull-
dogs' strongest link. 
Leading
 the 
flychasers is senior 
Dorman Mar-
tin 
ho 
batted
 8 
total hits, runs. doubles, RBIs. 
triples and home
 runs last sea-
son. Along 
with Martin are Mery 
Carter, Dave Peeler. 
and Tom 
Thompson returning to the Bull-
dog 
outfield. 
Pitching will be another strong 
point for the 
Bulldogs.  Returning 
_ _ 
lettermen Dick 
Doepker,
 Harvey 
credited with the win although 
choie
 
SLATE
 
TCYM'INI
 
CV.
 7-30
 6 0 
"THE 
LAST 
BRIDGE"
 
, 
- 
"The 
One That 
Got Away" 
GAY 
"ROCK
-A -BY BABY"
 
KING 
CREOLE"
 
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN 
"THE 
INN OF THE 6TH 
HAPPINESS'
 
"THE  MAN INSIDE"
 
rrn11,-,e
 
A.-3  
STUDIO 
Deborah Kerr
 - 
Yul 
Brynner  
'The
 
Journey
 
Co-siarr:ng
 
ROBERT
 
MORLEY
 
E. G. 
MARSHALL
 
Casey and Mountie Bedford form I 
the
 
nucleus of the mound
 corps. 
However, J. C. transfers 
Leroy  
Gregory and Tom Emery appear 
to be pick of the Bulldog under -
grads.  
The Bulldogs have a record of 
three wins and one loss this sea-
son. The
 three wins came at the 
expense of the
 Camp Pendleton 
Marine 
Corps. Cal topped the 
Bulldogs for their only loss. 
The -Bulldogs appear in San 
Jose's Municipal 
Stadium
 April 14 
for a doubleheader. 
Sobczak was undecided on his 
starting pitcher for today's game. 
however, it appeared as 
if left-
hander Dick Holden might gek the 
starting nod. Holden (1-0)  twirled 
a masterful one -hitter at the 
Stanford Indians recently. 
Wednesday the 
Spartans. will 
travel to Sacramento for a single 
game with the Sacramento
 
Hot -n-
ets. Next home game for 
Sobc-
zak's battlers will he March 26, 
%%hen
 the University of Oregon 
v.iii 
provide  the 
opposition.  . 
Linksters
 Snare
 
Win Over
 
USF;
 
Dunaway
 Top Man 
.JS 
golfers  made 
their  opening 
match a successful
 one by edging 
University of San 
Francisco  squad 
15'i 
to
 11'.i at California Coun-
try Club
 Thursday. 
Coach Walt 
McPherson's  link-
sters 
were  
led  by Linn
 Dunaway 
vtho fired a 
73. Close on his 
heels  
was Keith 
Rockwell  with a 77. 
Results of the match were: 
Linn 
Dunaway (SJS) 
def. Mike Fear-
lush 
(USF) 2!2 to 
l. 
Keith 
Rockwell
 
(SJS)
 def. Phil 
Ander.  
son 
(USF) 2,2 to 
12. 
Harvey 
Kohs  
(SJS) clef. Jim Rash' 
mend 
(USF) 2 to I. 
Dennis Palmer
 (SJS) tied 
Bob John-
son (USF) 112 to 11z. 
Welly  
Marsh  
(USF)  def. Jack 
Luesfi 
ISPS)
 3 to 0. 
Ron 
Ginn 
(SJS)
 
def.
 Larry
 O'Leary 
1 
,USF) 2 fo
 
I.1
 
CHEVRON
 
2. 
DOES
 
YOUR
 
CAR'S  
FRONT-END  
NEED  
ALIGNMENT
 
TO
 
STOP
 
THAT  
UNEVEN
 
TIRE  
WEAR?  
SPECIAL
 
ONE  
WEEK  
ONLY
 
WHEEL
 
ALIGNMENT
 
. 
. . 
$5.50
 
WHEEL
 
BALANCED.
 
. . 
1.00  
ea' 
HURRY . . 
. You
 
will  
want  to 
take
 
advantage
 
of 
this!  
Directly
 
across
 from 
the 
Library
 on 
4th 
Street  
SPARTAN
 
PARKING
 
CENTER
 
Direcili
 
across
 
from
 the Library on 
4th 
St. 
AT 
THE SIGN 
OF THE 
CHEVRON 
Behind 
the clutch
 hitting
 of 
Doug 
McChesney  and 
Bobby 
Krail,
 
the San Jose 
State  
Spartans  crush-
ed
 the 
visiting  
Chico
 State 
nine,  
10-3, before 
a sparse crowd 
at 
Municipal 
Stadium  
Friday
 after-
noon.  
McChesney  
was  a thorn in 
the 
side of 
Chico  hurlers all 
day as 
he 
slammed  out four 
hits  and 
drove in 
three  runs. 
Krall 
smashed
 out 
two singles 
and  a triple to aid the 
Spartan 
cause.  His triple in the 
eighth 
inning
 drove in two runs and 
climaxed a four run inning by 
the 
Spartans.  
Left hander Larry Williams was
 
the 
crafty
 southpaw veteran had 
control difficulty throughout most
 
of the game. Williams aided his 
own purpose by crashing out two 
hits off the slants of his 
opponent.  
Chico State left hander Jack 
Delbar absorbed the loss for 
the  
northerners.  
The 
Spartans  
opened 
the 
scor-
ing with a solid double by right-
hander Emmett Lee and a sharp 
single from shortstop Mc('hes-
ney. First baseman Kris Rein-
ertson continued
 the Spartan 
hitting pace with a run scoring 
single. 
Catcher Ted Coutts batted the 
last SJS run in on a sharp single 
to 
left field. - 
In the seventh 
inning the ram-
paging 
baseballers  continued
 their 
offensive power. 
Left 
fielder
 Al 
Pimentel reached first base on an 
error and scored on a single by 
Krail.  McChesney climaxed the on-
slaught 
when
 he singled 
in his 
third R131 
cpcpt,Jweek 
TODAY 
Baseball I varsity) SJS
 at Fres-
no State. 
TOMORROW
 
Baseball  (frosh) SJS vs. Hart-
nell J.C. here 3:15 p.m. 
TennisSJS vs. Santa Clara 
here 2:30 p.m, 
Swimming 
(frosh) SJS vs. 
Santa 
Clara  here 
3:30  p.m. 
WEDNESDAY
 
Baseball 
ivarsity)SJS
 
at Sac-
ramento
 State, 
THURSDAY 
Baseball 
(frosh)  SJS at 
Menlo  
J.C. 
TennisSJS 
vs.  
2 p.m. 
SwimmingSJS
 
YMCA 
here 8 p.m.
 
FRIDAY
 
TennisSJS
 vs. 
Oakland  
YMCA
 
here 8 p.m. 
FNIDAY 
TenrasSJS  
at San 
Francisco  
State.
 
SATURDAY  
Track  
(varsity)
 SJS 
at Arizona 
State.
 
Track
 
(frosh)
 SJS 
at Cal 
(frosh).
 
Baseball  
(varsity) 
SJS at 
Cal. 
Redlands
 here 
vs. 
Oakland
 
If 
n 
Rf 
Si 
NCI'  
19
 
5CLIX
 
SALES  RENTALS 
SAN FRANCISCO  OAKLAND 
BERKELEY  SAN JOSE 
75 
SOUTH  2nd 
Phen 
CYprt. 4.2327 
ton 
and  
Bob
 
Brooks,
 
were
 
clocked
 
in 
9.6. 
SJS racked 
up an 
un-official  
128 points 
with S.F.
 State 
gar-
nering  15 and 
Cal
 Aggies 7. 
Poynter
 also 
took the
 220 
yard
 
run with 20.7 
with  
Brooks 
close
 
behind 21.0. Norton 
was  
scratched 
in the 
longer
 dash 
because
 
he 
"didn't
 feel 
good,"  
according
 to 
Coach Bud Winter. 
Carl Maloney turned
 
in his 
best time of the year 
in 
the 
880 
with a 
sparkling
 
1:53.5.  
Most of the afternoon
 It was 
Just a case of 
watching the 
Spartans set a fast pace and 
then come on strong 
to win 
event after event. 
Kent Herkenrath was pushed 
to the limit in the
 low hurdle 
event by Skinner of S.F. State 
as the visitors threatened to snare 
a first place. lierky rambled In 
23.5 with the Gator right behind 
at 
23.7.  
Stan 
Hopkins,
 
just  missed clear-
ing the bar at 14-4 in the pole 
vault but his 14' was good enough 
to earn the Spartans a first place 
with teammate Dick Kimmel, sec-
ond 13-8. 
In the freshman meet, which 
took place at the same time. 
sprinter Willie 
"The  Whip" Wil-
liams ran an amazing 9.6-100 and 
a 201-220 to equal both 
winning 
marks in the varsity competition 
as
 the 'local yearling 
squad  tin-
der the 
coaching  of Bert Bonann,, 
edged a 
strong
 Bakersfield 
J.0 
and 
CCSF.  
Williams was just
 .2 off the 
world's record for freshmen in 
the 220-event. The Spartans' 
made  a sweep of the short 
dash with Jim Fiemons second 
(21.0) and Tim "Tam Tam" 
Curtis third (21.1). All three 
boys broke the school record 
for
 the 220 (neat. 
Bonanno's crew piled up a late 
65-51 lead in dual 
competition  
against
 Bakersfield
 and 
a 
68-
55 12-18  1 2 lead in the trian-
gular 
scoring.  
Curtis  ran .a 
nifty 48.8 in the 
440 to beat the 
winning
 varsity 
mark
 for that event also. 
EUREKA  
(1:P1)Walter
 Mos-
ley, who 
died  recently, was 
a 
man of few words, even 
in his 
will
 leaving his
 $175,000 
estate  
to his sister. It read: 
"I 
will to 
Ann  Mosley 
the 
works."
 
"Poynter  
Tops
 
Norton
 
in
 
10
 
'Reed
 
To 
Compete
 
Frosh
 Willie
 
Williams
 
Against
 
Redlands
 
Tennis  
tans
 
are
 in ler is 
real 
treat
 
when
 the
 
University
 of 
Redlands
 
and  
San  
Jose  
State  
meet
 
on 
the  
Spartan
 
courts
 
Thursday.
 
according
 
to 
Butch  
Krikorian,
 
SJS
 
net  
coach.
 
The 
Redlands
 
netters
 
have  
al-
ready
 
defeated  
the 
University  
of 
Southern
 
California.
 last 
year's  
national
 
intercollegiate
 
champs
 
and 
will  
be 
the  
Spartans  national-
ly 
ranked
 
tents 
ace
 who 
has  been 
used 
sparingly
 
this 
season,
 will 
see 
plenty
 
of 
action  as SJS at-
tempts  
to 
keep  
its
 
perfect
 
record  
intact.
 
WY
 
Sacrameraio
 
Tout'
 
Foreign  
students
 
are
 
iti
 
participate  
in 
an
 
tour of 
the  
State
 
Capitol
 
ramento
 
on 
March
 
26,
 
Phillip  
Peraiky,
 
foreign
 
faculty  
adviser,
 
announc.,1
 
interested
 
foreign
 
studelits
 
sign
 up 
immediately
 
iii  
41-)131
 
BAKMAS
 
THE  HOUSE
 
OF
 
FLOWERS
 
071 
 . 44.1-
 
CORSAGES
 
 
CY 
2-0462   I 
& 
ROOS
 
ATKINS
 
HA 
8 
A 
Ti4
 
I 
NM 
NG
 
KAN'S
 
SELECTION
 
PERFECTION  
iN SATS 
Suits
 
with a young 
man's look, a thinking 
man's value! Nothing 
but 
a reg card gets 
you  
6 months to pay. 
CN),Lir
 
ATIG 
wORSTID-TEX
 
'Jrrs S 
so 'Ts 
50"  
69"
 
P.S. 
We also 
have 
allwool
 suits 
in our 
Thrift
 Shop 
for 
only
 
38.851
 
aaernS 
- 
FIRST AT SANTA CLARA 
Obviously,
 
he 
makes
 
the 
grah
 
We
 
don't 
mean
 just 
at
 exam 
time,
 
either.
 The 
comfort
-conscious
 
guy can 
tell at a glance
 that 
these
 
smart 
Arrow  shirts 
make  
warm  
weather  a 
breeze.
 The
 
medium
-
spread
 
collar  and 
fresh  
patterns
 
are 
just right, alone
 or 
stith
 
a 
casual jacket. Arrow 
sport,
 
sh,r;
 
come in a variety
 of 
fine
 
patterw,  
priced from $4.00 up. 
first in 
fashion
 
Come 
see
 
our  new 
selection
 
of
 
Arrow
 Shirts 
and  
Sweaters
 
What
 
more
 
fitting
 
companion
 for
 warm 
weather
 
days  
than
 an Arrow 
shirt!
 
Let  
us 
help  
you
 
choose  
the  perfect 
sport  
shirt  
that's
 
rust  
right
 
for 
you.
 
We
 
have
 
a 
wide,
 new
 selectionsure
 
to 
make
 
you 
feel 
every  
bit as good 
as
 
you'll
 
look. 
FOR 
mEn
 
Santa  
Clara
 
At
 
Second
 
A 
danee 
mo u111, a g v m ' 
ntriist
 n u p o 
daghalt,
 d 
i n o v s t i 
taut
 
C2e:ti 
ragnnepde2,:
 
01 
STIJ 
$1 
Jusi
 
CIa 
21 
TO 
C4
 
Man.-
1th,
 
firm) 
64.
 
I 
Push
 
r 
1ed.. 
Gid 
A 
A 
Share-
) 
-__  
Gq1
 
 
Dancer
 
To
 
Give
 
Lesson
 
A 
Master
 
lesson
 in 
modern  
lance 
technique
 
and
 
composition
 
yill 
he 
given
 
by 
Charles
 
Weld -
 
Thursday
 
at
 
4:15
 
p.m.  
in 
iVG23.
 
The
 
lesson
 
will be 
limited
 
io 50 
participating
 
students.
 al-
though
 
interested
 persons 
may
 
liFerve
 
posnns 
with 
some  
experience  
ho
 
wish
 
to 
participate  may
 
an 
up 
on
 
the 
bulletin
 board 
>utside
 
the
 
dance  
studio., accord -
to 
Miss
 
Margaret
 Lawler, as
-
in 
physical
 education.
 
We
 
idma
 
n,
 
an "outstanding
 
nodern
 
dancer,"
 is 
currently
 on 
teaching
 
tour.  
He has 
taught 
nany
 
modern
 dance 
groups
 
in.
 
!Iodine
 
the
 
"w orld 
famous"
 
lumphrey-Weldman
 
group, 
Miss 
ouler
 
said.
 
PATRONIZE
 
OUR
 
ADVERTISERS  
THE
 
RIVERSIDE
 
GOLF  
CLUB
 
STUDENT
 GOLF SPECIAL
 
Doily 
Rates  
$1.50
 
per  
day,  Mon.  Fri. 
Monthly  
Rates  
$8.50
 
Mon.. Fri. 
CY 4-1088 
Just
 
21's miles So. of 
Clive** 
(20 
rein,
 from 
Si.)
 
i 
L 
C4Grornbol
 Poncho  has token 
up pointing and
 for his 
art 
supplies
 he 
sends  
all
 the 
soy
 
to
 
 
SAN
 
JOSE  PAINT 
& 
WALLPAPER 
112
 
S. 
2nd and Valley Fair 
Sparta 
guide
 
Phelan
 
TODAY
 
PHI
 
KAPPA  
PHI, 
'nesting  
and
 
speak
-
r: 
Dr. 
Theodor.
 E. 
Verhaaren,
 
professor
 
of 
modern 
languages,
 to 
discuss
 
"Lan-
guage 
and  the 
Ugly
 
American."
 Cafek 
feria 
room
 
B. 12.30
 p.m.
 
HILLEL,
 
Student
 
Y. 8 pm.,
 
dancing,
 
withl
 
activitis,
 
refreshments.
 
Dr.  
Peter  
Koestenbaum
 
to
 speak
 on 
"The
 
Tragic
 
Sense 
of Life."
 
PI 
OMEGA
 
PI, 
THI06,  
3 p.m.,
 
execu-
tive 
officers:
 3:15 
p.m., 
members.
 
WEST  
COAST
 
NATURE
 
SCHOOL,
 
Death
 
Valley
 
Organization
 
meeting,
 
5142,  7 
pro. 
Last 
minute  
trip 
details.  
FRESHMAN
 
CLASS
 
EXECUTIVE
 
BOARD,
 
meeting,  
Student  
Union, 
1:30 
p.m.; 
FRESHMAN
 
CLASS,
 
meeting,
 
TH55,  
3:30
 
P.m.
 
NEWMAN
 
CLUB,  
Lenten  
rosary,  
New-
man 
Hall,  5 p.m. 
SOPHOMORE
 
CLASS,  
meeting,
 
S142,  
330  p.m.
 
SIGMA  
DELTA
 CHI,
 
rneetind,
 
Adm.  
176,
 4:45
 p.m.
 
TUESDAY
 
SPARTAN
 
Y,
 
speakers:
 
Albert
 Lima,
 
dialectical
 
materialist  
and Prof.
 Austin
 
Fagothey,
 Roman
 
Catholic  
priest.
 
Cafe. 
feria,
 3:45
 p.m. 
ISO,
 cabinet
 
meeting,
 
Cafeteria,  
6 
per. 
Al 
clubs wislAng
 to 
participate
 
in 
International
 
Day  should
 send 
a repre
 
tentative.
 
SANGHA,  
demonstration
 in 
Japanese
 
painting 
by 
Shull°
 Kawashima, 
CHI61,  
1230 p.m. 
FRESHMAN
 
CLASS  
SECRETARIAL  
COMMITTEE,  
meeting, 
2:30 to 
4 p.m., 
Student 
Union. 
YOUNG
 
REPUBLICANS  
and GAVEL
 
& ROSTRUM.
 J. Bracken
 Lee, 
former
 
go. 
Vernonof
 Utah,
 to speak
 on 
"Repeal
 the 
Immoral
 Income
 Tae," 
Morris  Dailey
 Au-
ditorium, 
10:30  a.m. 
SOCIETY OF 
AUTOMOTIVE
 ENGI-
NEERS, 
business 
meeting,
 Cafeteria 
room 
A, 5:30 pm  
SPARTAN
 SPEARS, 
meeting, 
CH162,  
7 
p.m.
 
NEWMAN 
CLUB, Newman Hall, 
class
 
on Roman Catholic faith.
 4:30 
p.m.; 
Lenten rosary,
 5 p.m., 
general
 
ethics
 
class, 7 p.m. 
SPARTAN 
SHIELDS,
 meeting 
CH238,
 
6:45 p rn.
 
Blue 
Key  
Initiates  
Nine
 
Members
 
Blue 
Key,  national
 men's honor
 
fraternity,  recently 
initiated nine
 
new members, 
according  to Bill 
Sturgeon,
 president. 
Initiates are Ron Earl, Barry 
Jett, Dick Christiana, Milton von 
Darrun,  Ron Conklin, Norm Fri-
borg, Ralph Parker,
 Greg Rose 
and Ron Robinson. 
Members are chosen for out-
standing work in many campus 
activities plus academic attain-
ments. 
Purpose  of the group is 
to 
promote 
school  
spirit and 
uphold 
traditions.  
Blue Key 
projects include 
East-
er Sunrise Senice and ushering
 
at athletic events.
 
STUDENTS
 
SPECIALS
 
With A.S 
B. Card 
LUBRICATION
 
.......$1.50  
CAR 
STORAGE
 
Monthly
 rates
 
 NITE
 PARKING  
$9.00 
6 
p.m.
-8 
a.m.  
 DAY
 and 
NITE 
$12.50 
Batteries
 
Tune
 Ups 
Brake  
Service
 
Auto  & 
Towing
 
Service  
BREHM
 
BROS.  
4th 
and San
 
Fernando,
 
San 
Jose
 
CLASSIFIEDS
 
Classified
 
Rates:  
25c 
a 
line
 first 
insertion  
20c
 
a 
line
 succeding insertions
 
2 line 
minimum. 
To
 
Place  
an Ad:
 
Call  
at
 
Student  Affairs 
Office,
 
Room
 
16,
 
Tower  1411
 
No 
Phone 
Ordot  
FOR 
RENT
 
apt,
 
comp,
 
turn.  
or an turn. 
Ideal  
Inc.
 
c'ose
 
to
 
col,
 
and  shopping dist. 
Coll. 
leo 
Mrs.
 
C.
 
Furderer,
 98 N. 10th,
 
CY 
20564.
 
Purr.
 
studio,
 
I 
and 
2 bdrro apts.  New 
ci 
roe.
 
Built.in 
apol
 
1/2-61k.
 
col.
 Les 
Kirby,
 
Mgr.
 CY 4-9042. 
Mtn-Shar
 
4
-room
 
apt.
 $25. 
$30. 
31V2
 
CY
 
4.5744.
 
h'it  
40.452
 
S.
 
4th.
 
Accom.  3 students. 
Cr
 
4.5085
 
or
 
AL
 
2.3420.
 
 
mt.
 
Mile
 
students.
 kit.
 Priv.
 $10
 
of
 
smoking.
 CY 
34308.
 
hsilt
 
ROW
 
apt  
April  
I,
 
65
 S. Ilth. 
I end 
2'4"rWh.,
 
water & 
garb,  CY 3.0235 
061e
 
rm.
 
for
 
men.
 
Linens
 
fare, 
$3.50 
a 
vi.
 
705
 
5 
54..
 
Girl
 
to
 
share
 
apt,
 
with
 
same
 
476 
S. 
7th,
 
13
 
C 
. 
Y 
2.2703
 
after 
5:30.  
4,'frittiVe
 
furn
 
large
 
ant.
 
4 
students'
 
132.50
 
ea.
 
AX 
6-3490.
 
Stirs
 
2.1tdret.
 
Opt.  
w/pool
 one or 
two  
$35,
 
call
 after
 
5. 
CL 
8.5974.
 
I
 
in
 
mod.
 
fern,
 
apt, 
on
 
bus line.
 Car. 
' 
,en 
542
 
Vine,
 
VB.
 
.,^1.01
 
to 
there  
large
 
hse, 
with 
7.3442.
 
Married 
couple-unfurn.
 
apt.,
 Water
 & 
garb,
 pd.
 stove
 
and 
refr.
 $80.
 465 
S. 
4th, CY 
7-8324.
 
2-bdrm.
 
unfurn.
 
duplex.
 
Stove,
 
'off,
 water 
pd. 
Vicinity
 E. 
Humbolt.
 
$90. 
Children
 
o.k. 
FR 
8-9076.
 
FOR
 
SALE
 
Hi -Fl
 
Phono,
 
almost
 
new.  
Cost  
$140.
 
Sec.
 
for 
$75.  
CY
 
2.0150.  
Poodle
 
pups
 - 
miniature.
 
CY
 
24590.
 
after  
6 
p.m.
 
Whirlpool
 
Auto.  
Washer,
 
Exc.  
cond.  
Male an 
offer,
 
Call
 UN 
T.9242.
 
Sell
 
or
 
trade  
egui.y
 
in 
'58,  
35"
 
I.bdrm
 
trailer,  
2995 
Lafayette,
 
Santa
 
Clara  
space
 
no. 
83 
or 
CY
 
7.3138.
 
Light
 
wt. 
cycle,
 
1958,
 100
 
mpg,
 80 
mph.  
Call
 
UN
 
7-3589
 eves..
 
Sine
 
up 
to 
$300
 
on
 
a 
959 
Chevrolet,
 
Ph011f,  
CY
 
7.1097
 
after
 6 
p.m.  
Ash  
for
 
Al 
Lynch.  
4
-speed
 
light
 
weight
 bile.
 
$25.  
See
 
John
 
SS 
S. 
10th.  
Cushman
 
motor  
vooter,
 
new
 
blech
 
point.
 
id.
 
tiros. 
$60.
 
Chuck,
 
CY 
7.1444.
 
College
 
rooming
 
hut.
 
9.bdrm.,
 
2.sfory.
 
licensed
 
for
 15 
plus 
3 
rm. ant,
 for
 
owner.
 
$21,950.
 
agent.
 
CY
 
3.3773.
 
'$2  
Ford
 
2-dr.
 
R/1-1,
 
snot 
covers. 
$3513.  
CY
 
7 
7303
 
nr 
CY 
2.3728,
 
'54 
Marc.
 
Monterey.
 
by 
owner.
 Phone
 
CY 
4.4158.
 
'53 
Cher,
 
All  
extras.
 
BelAire.
 
Gd. 
cond.  
$500.
 
CY
 
2.7738.
 
MGA  
'56  
red,
 
.1,10.st.A.In
 
steer.n
 
s 
...heel,
 
...lute 
wall
 
tire.,  
lie
 
new  
Cali
 
eves
 
AN
 
4.5520.
 
Deadline
 
April
 
13
 
April 
13
 is the
 
deadline
 for 
students  
to enter 
the 
annual
 
Phelan 
Literary 
Awards 
contest.
 
The 
English 
Department
 an-
nounced that 
SJS  students 
will
 
receive awards
 totaling $700
 
this
 
year instead 
of $350 as 
in
 previ-
ous years.
 Awards are given
 an-
nually  for excellence
 
in some 
phase of writing 
to regularly en-
rolled  students. 
The 
awards
 are made from 
funds left by the late James D. 
Phelan, a 
former San Francisco 
mayor and U.S. senator. 
p6 
EDUCATION 
Tomorrow- 
Tracy  Elementary 
School Dist ric 
t;
 
kindergarten
 
through 
eighth grade 
openings. 
Wednesday
-Pomona
 Unified
 
School
 
District;
 
kindergarten
 
through 
12th 
grade 
vacancies.
 
Wednesday
 - 
WhittierCity  
Schools; 
kindergarten  to 
sixth 
grade 
openings.  
Thursday
-Burbank  
Unified  
School
 District; 
ninth  through 
12th 
grade 
vacancies.  
Thursday - 
Davis
 
Public
 
Schools; 
kindergarten 
through 
12th grade
 
openings.
 
Thursday -A merican 
School 
Foundation
 
Monterey; ninth
 
through
 12th 
grade 
vacancies.  
GOVERNMENT
 
Wednesday  
-Army  
Ordinance
 
Technical Placement; 
electrical,
 
industrial,  engineers, physic 
s,
 
chemistry, 
mathematics,  statistics 
and metallurgy majors. 
BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 
Today-Price Waterhouse
 & Co., 
San Francisco; accounting majors. 
Today - Bethlehem Pacific 
Coast Steel Corp., San Francisco;
 
mechanical, industrial, civil, met-
allurgical, electrical engineers, 
business administration, journal-
ism, and accounting majors. 
Tomorrow-Philco Corp., Palo 
Alto; electrical engineers. mechan-
ical engineers, and mathematics 
majors. 
Tomorrow
-Arthur  Anderson & 
Co., San Francisco; accounting 
majors. 
Wednesday - Factory Mutual 
SPARTAN DAILY
-3 
Monday,
 March 
16, 1959 
Police
 
Offer  Jobs
 
Engineering
 
Division,
 
San Fran-
cisco: all 
engineers. 
In 
Several
 Fields
 
Wednesday-U.S. General Ac-
counting Office, San 
Francisco; 
accounting
 
majors.
 
Wednesday
-Montgomery 
Ward 
& Co., 
Oakland; 
business 
admin-
istration
 and 
liberal arts
 majors. 
Wednesday
-Personal Products 
Corp., 
Palo  Alto: business
 admin. 
istration  
and 
liberal  arts majors. 
Thursday
 - Personal  
Products
 
Corp.. Palo 
Alto; business admin-
istration 
and liberal arts 
majors.  
Thursday-U.S. 
Army
 Corps of 
Engineers, 
San Francisco;
 general, 
civil,
 electrical and 
mechanical 
engineers. 
Thursday
-General  Mills. San 
Francisco; 
business  administra-
tion 
majors. 
A police 
officer test will 
be 
given by the San
 Jose Civil Spry -
ice 
Department  for persons in-
terested in police patrol and in-
vestigation work,
 law enforce-
ment and routine police tasks. 
Final filing date is 
May 
13. 
Applications may 
be
 obtained in 
room 211, City Hall, 
801 N. 1st 
St. 
HAPPY
 COIN 
LAUNDERETTE
 
24th 8, William 
DO 
IT 
YOURSELF -
save up to 50% 
Agitator  
or
 
Tumbler 
MarYoet  
PLENTY
 OF 
WE
 NEVER 
PARKING
 CLOSE
 
ARE YOU 
Looking
 
Ahead?
 
If you are, you
 will
 be 
planning to attend 
Summer 
School at 
San Jose State College.
 
ISAVE
 
TIME 
AND 
MONEY  
A 
student  attending three 
ten -weeks 
summer
 
sessions  
could 
finish college in three
 years . . . 
thus
 
adding
 one year to his 
lifetime
 earning
 capacity.
 
IMAKE
 UP 
GRADES
 
Graduate with your class
 by taking "make up" 
units  
in 
the  
Summer
 Session 
and 
still
 
will  
graduate  
on schedule. 
GET  
AHEAD
 
Get additional units for early graduation . . . 
no 
job 
competition  
with June
 Graduates. 
MORE
 
VARIETY  
Students
 will 
get  
more
 
variety  
with  
courses 
they 
were not able 
to 
take  
in
 regular 
session. 
YES YOU 
Attend
 
the 1959 
Summer
 
Session 
at 
SAN 
JOSE
 
STATE
 
COLLEGE  
On
-campus students
 may secure an Application for 
Registration  
Permit
 
Form 
in the Summer Sessions Office, Rm.
 144, Administration Building 
Registration
 Permits
 will be issued
 in the order in which these 
Applications
 
are 
received. 
gm" 
--wwW1111111111p 
Warehouse Clearance
 
1001i  
AL
 
98' buys 
any of these
 books 
Hi 
THE  
WILL  
TO
 
BELIEVE,
 by 
M. Each How ti20 Y,IE 
MAGIC  OF BELIEVING FOR 
to
 
achieve  richer Meaning
 and g r   
Oar.  
YOUNG 
PEOPLE.
 ad. by H. and 
H. John. ! 
pose in life by making your 
faith work   Pub. son. An inspiring and important book -for . 
at $3.15. 
Seth 91k 
young and old Iike, 
to
 help you reach the 
M2. GEOGRAPHIC MAP KIT-(1) Wall Map goal of a useful and 
fulfilled life. Deals 
of the World  
(2) Wall Map of the
 
U.S 
A.
 
with  
such basic needs as 
learning  how
 to 
Printed in 
B 
soft 
colors,  each large
 reap
 study, overcoming shyness, 
finding
 the right 
measures 34161 
incnos.
 Reliable,
 up-to
-dote,  
iob.
 
gaining
 popularity,
 etc. Illus. 
ossential referonce-superb decorative awls- Pub. 
at 
52%. Salo 98c 
sories 
for any room or office.
 Pub. at $2.50. 
Both Mps for 
,c H34. Glory Queen Omnibus - THE HOLLY. 
H3. Margaret 
Truman's
 Own
 Story-SOUVE- 
WOOD  MURDERS. A 
Quits*;
 
narsorn_ of 
NIB. The warm, childhood-to-marruege
 
auto.
 
mystery
 and
 murder thrills! The Vanv.II fat 
Pay, 
The Four of Hearts and The Origin of Evil 
biography of
 the 
.o-Prosideit's  daughter, 
- three 
orees 
denotes.
 
each
 
se 
sparked throughout with
 
the roman wit
 
and 
filled with 
dolightful  anecdotes about her in The 
Sl'Maraas
 id' "0.1. 
ai°pp..
 
 16c 
; 
Portents.
 
Washington  
days,  M 
Pub. 
at
 $3.45 
Sale 
careers, etc. 
Photos. 
Pub. at $3.15 
Sale
 111c
 
H34.
 Eccentric 
in the Thee'. - FREDDY. 
H4. A Marino's War 
Journal
 - THE LAST 
Candid. amusing biogrophy of the eccentric. 
PARALLEL, by M. Russ. "lost account of 
unoduceted, 
but fabulously -successful play -
combat I've thew read" -John P. 
Mares/0d.
 
wright
 
Frederick
 
Londe. (The 
Last  of Mrs. 
savagoly
 
realistic diary 
of  21 -year
 old ceo,,,n;y;  
etc.). Studded with anecdotes about 
leatherneck, from life
 in boot camp to th. 
Boa 
LiIlio, 
Nool Coward, Olivier, et al. By 
battlefronts of Korea. Touchingly tragic,
 
F. Donaldson. Pub. 
at $3.15. Sale 
1/8c 
wildly funny, always 
true
-an unforgettable 
reading experience.
 Pub. at $3.95. Sala 111c 
H38.
 Eyewitness
 Account: THE REDS TAKE A 
HE. Dr. 
Schindler's  WOMAN'S GUIDE TO 
CITY,  by J. W. Riley, Jr. and W. 
Schramm.
 
BETTER 
LIVING.
 The
 author
 of the 
best.selling
 
Th. frightening, 
behind.the-tcones  story of
 the 
"How to Live 365 
Days 
a Year" 
offers a 
Communist
 
occupation
 of 
Seoul,
 South 
Korea,  
goldmith of practice 
advice for 
achieving
 . in 1150
 
and th
 
appalling
 
atrocitios,  
cruelty  
success
 
and
 happiness in
 everyday if. sex 
and 
brain
-washing  ondured by the survivors 
marriage. etc. Pub. at $4.95.
 
Sale tic 
'or
 90 
nightmarish
 
days. 
1411. SPEAK 
FRENCH in Record  Tinto by J. 
Pub. at $2.75. Sale 1Ik 
S. 
Choquette.  Compact, modern guide 
de-
signed for
 quick 
effortless  
mastery  of 
the 
characteristic  
sounds,
 fundamental 
sontente 
patterns, everyday 
phrases
 and
 basic gill; 
H39. Modern Pioneers 
- WE FARMED A 
DESERT, by E. B. Heave'.
 True
 
adventums
 of 
an
 urban family who  d a wasteland
 in 
primitiv. Chile into 
 modrn farm produc 
Over
 
1,000
 brand
 new 
books
 
The Spartan
 
Bookstore
 brings you 
another
 gigantic 
book 
sale!!  
Once again we 
have
 
been  
able to 
purchase 
brand-new,
 original 
editions  of nationally
 advertised
 books. 
Values ranged 
from 
$2 to 
$7.50,
 but you can 
choose  what 
you  like at 98c a 
book. 
This is 
our semi-annual
 
clearance  of wanted 
books.
 Not 
used books, reprints 
or 
paperbacks,
 but 
brand-new
 original 
edtions 
from  the nation's
 
top  
publishers.  You'll find useful 
and 
enjoyable
 books
 on many,
 many 
subjects.  
H10. Adventures
 on 
KANGCHENJUNGA.  
Charles  Evans,   of  Everest and
 lead., 
of the successful ththnt of the world's 
third  
highest
 peak, tolls
 in vivid  
detail
 111.  
over-
whaming 
technical  problems and   
handicaps
 inthivod in one of 
history's  most 
difficult
 feats of rnountainthring. Illus. 
Pub. at 
WOO. Sale 111c 
H69. Reincarnation -CANDLES
 IN THE 
SUN,  
by Lady Emily 
Lewis.  The Theosophical So-
ciety and the intriguing
 group of occontrics 
who led it-Krishnamirti
 (the Messiah), Mad-
ame 
Blavatsky,  Mrs. 
Annie hunt.
 
of
 al. 
Valuable
 and 
fascinating for 
its  Meld* views 
of the 
rnothment's
 teachings and develop-
ment, 
Pub. at 53.15. Sale tic 
h472. 
PRINCIPLES
 OF HEALTHFUL LIVING:
 
Fe' 
the
 
Individual and TM Community,
 by 
1 F. 
Van  Buskirk
 and C. L. 
Kline A pray-
 cal
 guide
 for young poop* 
stressing
 in-
dividual and group hygiene. Illus. 
Pub. 
at $4.00.
 
Sale
 tic 
H75. Prisoner of War Into 
IIEDOUIN DOC-
TOR, by H. Pritsk. Fantastic, violent adven-
tures of a German physician who 
escapod 
into 
the
 desert and
 adopted an Arab
 way of 
life-first with the Bodmins smuggling 
arms  
and
 dope 
then with the Arab armies  and 
finally as  doctor
 in Saudi Arabia,  Photos. 
Pub.
 at 53.1S. Sale 9k 
H76. DICTIONARY OF MAGIC. by W. E 
Wedidt. Esplains all 
phenomena, rites and 
conjurations from Aaron's Rod to Zombies, 
witchcraft to notable wisards-Babylonian 
Ernes
 to the resent 
Pub. at $3.00. Sale Ilk 
H79.  SPEAK SPANISH in Record Time, by S. 
Redondo. Modern. quick course in colloquial 
Spanish. Thkorough socti  ia-
tions, basic
 
sentence patterns, useful comer. 
sations.
 grammar.
 Includes Spanish -English 
and 
English -Spanish Dictionaries. 
Pub. at 52.00. Salt 
ti
 
1-1111. THE SECRET 
DIARY  OF HAROLD L. 
ICKES. ECM's key of the Interior recalls the 
great
 thees and personalifith of the first 
thousand days of the Roosevelt
 
era, 705 pagth 
of 
fascinating  molding. 
MOM 
late 91k 
HIG. World's G  t Traveling Salesman-
PEDDLAR IN PARADISE, by Al Rabin. Says 
Rob
 
Hope,  1 can't bat in the same 1   
with Rabin. His Cook's Tour of the business 
world has token him through 137 countries -
all 
the world is his stage!' Illus. 
Orig. $31S.  
Sale 11k 
SUCKLAND'S CURIOSTIES OF 
NATU-
RAL HISTORY, ed.
 
and illus. by L. R. 
erightwell. Fascinating tales of human and 
cMury ago, 
dealing  with 
mulnrnies.
 
monkths.
 HI10. 
Klondike
 Chronicle 
- WASA-WASA, 
berg. Touching, 
cleebrity.studd,
 
idled "The 
Mystery of 
Edwin Drood." Filled 
with original 
clues to its 
plotline.  Dickers'  
psychological  
rnake-uo
 etc 03 00 
Sale 98c 
HI91.
 YOUR 
CHILD'S  
HAPPINESS.  by 
I. S. 
Sept.  A 
simple
 
guide to 
under.
 
standing 
and co-- E 
rg to every 
aspect 
of your 
child's
 
w- 
s mg, 
Orig.  
$3.00.  
Sale 98c 
a 
danger
-filled
 
voyage to
 the 
Pacific's most 
treacherous
 
waters  
in 
search
 of 
the fierce, 
giant 
1000
-pound
 
broadbill.  
Photos. 
Pub at 
$3.75. 
Sale Go 
H336. 
American
 Night 
Clubs 
- NO 
COVER 
CHARGE,
 by 
R.
 
Sylvester.  
Stars,  
scandals,  
music 
and 
mayhem  - 
sparkling
 
memoirs
 of 
notable
 
nightspots,
 from 
the 
heyday of Texas 
Guinan  to 
thu 
present. 
Orig.  
OAS.
 Sale 911c
 
H3311 
James 
M 
Curl. -I'D
 DO 
IT
 
AGAIN!
 
The 
unvarnished
 
autobiography of 
one 
of
 
America's  mos 
farnazing
 
politicians.  
Pub. 
at
 $4.95. 
Sale
 tic 
H343. 
DANIEL  
DEFOE, 
by B. 
Fitzgerald.
 
Sharply 
otched  
portrait  of 
th. famous
 Eng-
lish 
novelist
 
(Robinson
 Crusoe, 
Moll
 
Flan-
drs, etc.)  
ling 
the  
psychological  para-
dox of 
DeFoe's 
strongly
 religious
 
upbringing  
and his 
immoral 
adult life.
 1 
Pub. 
at 
$4.00.
 
. Sale tic 
H348. A 
Tele 
of
 Two 
Month:  
"ALICE"  & 
"COMBINED  
TRAINING,"
 
by 
Ma).
 Gen.
 
Geoffrey  
Brook  
A 
world-famous  
trainer's 
own story 
of how 
he
 taught 
two of 
his  most 
famous 
show 
jumpers-tips on 
the f a s c i n a t i n g o w n
 
horse, 
background 
on 
th 
horse show 
world, 
etc. 
Illus. 
Pub. 
at
 $3.00. 
Sale tic 
H341.
 
PSYCHIARTY
 IN 
NURSING,
 by E. 
Hoadle 
and B. 
Corey.  A 
practical  
textbook 
cothring
 normal
 thriations,
 sexual
 adjust-
ment, 
pain,  sloop, 
tonic 
psychoses,  
seizures,  
depressions,  schleoPhthni
 
and  
Paranoia,  and 
the 
procodures
 of 
psychiatric  
treatment.
 
Pub. at 
$5.00.  
Sale 111t 
H352.
 Setting 
Up
 House
-OFF  TO 
THE  RIGHT 
START,
 by M. 
0. Woods 
and J. 
Feely.  From 
silver  to 
steam
 iron -a 
practical, 
ill rrrr   
shopping 
guide  
purchthing
 the 
household
 
equipment you'll need.
 52.15 
Sale 11c 
113.53, 
AUDITIONING  
FOR TV, 
by
 M. 
Begley 
and 
D. 
Minerals  
This
 
Invaluable  guide 
for 
the 
aspiring  TV 
perform."  
covers
 sight 
read.  
improvitiltiOn, 
rehearsal,  
the 
intervim,  
nervousness, 
choosing 
materiel. 
etc.
 
Sample
 
scripts  and ill 
rrrrr  lions. Orig. 
$3.50. Salo
 tic 
H354,
 Louisiana 
Lowdown -THE 
FRIENDS 
OF
 
JOE 
GILMORE
 by 
L. Saxon.
 Informal,
 funny 
and 
strictly bibulous
 guide to 
New Orleans
 
and 
it
 
nevirons. 
28 photos 
and drawings.
 
Pub.
 at $4.00. 
Sale 16c 
H355 TM 
Wafer Around
 Us-THE 
MOVING 
WATERS, 
by J. S. 
Collis.  The 
miraculous  
story
 of our 
wathr-ythere
 
if 
comes  
from, how 
snow,
 hail, underground 
streams  and oceans 
th 
formed, etc. Pub.
 at $3.75. 
Sale 11Ic 
H356. A Joan 
Stafford
 Tr  y-THE 
INTER-
IOR 
CASTLE. 1,000
 pages-No 
brilliant, 
full-
length novels, 
"Boston  Adventure"
 and "The 
Mountain 
Lion."
 plus 
selected
 short stories. 
Pub, 
at 03 75 
Sale 913e
 
Buy 
More 
and  Save! 
any 
2 books
 . . . 94c
 ea. 
any 3 
books...  88`
 
ea.  
mar. Contains English -French and
 Frenc - 
Mg fruit nuts, and prise -winning 
brandy.
 
Othforming
 
fleas, 
tholes.  
et, 
E .glith Dictionaries.
 Pub. at $2.00. Sole 111c 
sale
 tic
 throughout.
 Pub. at 01 7S 
H12. The Great 
Dirigibles - SHIPS IN THE 
illea.
 
Pub'.
 
at
 
$S.C'El.
 
SKY, by John Toland. The 
exciting  
story
 of 
H42. MARTYR IN 
Tint, by R. Loup. 
The
 
lightor-thanthirships,
 of th. men who 
believed
 
heroic  life of Fathor 
Maurice
 Yoram. and thu 
in them. nd of ther Wee flight,
 teed di,. dramatic story of the attempt by the fame,. 
asters - from th *rill of Amundsen at th 
Pole to th. Hindnburg fins 
Photos. 
Pub. 
at 54.95. Sale 91k 
HI), Th. Art of Cooking MEATS, POULTRY 
AND GAME by L. H. Gross. Over 300 
choice
 
Swiss
 St. liernard monks to 
build  hosoc,  
on a dangerous pass Weirton China and 
Tibe. Photos. 
Pub.  at $3.75. 
. Sale 
911c . 
His,
 WAYS TO PSYCHIC 
HEALTH,  by 
A.
 
ratines 
arranged
 
according to cost, occasion
 
, 
Mood., Histories 
of IS 
patients
 who 
required
 ; 
and preparation  
time. 
Includes 43 sauces.
 I 
only
 brie psychiatric 
freemen',  
brilliantly , 
grad., 
and 
stuffings. sections 
on 
gournrnet  
illuminate
 the interaction of medical
 psycho.  I 
seasoning. etc. Pub. at $3.00. 
Sale Ilk therapy 
and pastoral care, 
and  their corn. ' 
H16. Caryl Chessman's
 THE FACE 
OF 
JUS-
 
bined 
application.
 Pub.
 at $3.50. 
Sale 91Ic 
TICE Smuggled out of San 
Quentin. here's 
I-149 N. T. G 's Story 
- BLONDES, BRU 
Chessmth's latest account of 
this 1theor court. 
NETTES 
AND  BULLETS, by Nils 
Thor
 Gran. 
room befit for retrial, and 
his indicimont of 
hand, A 
fabulous
 panorama
 
of the  
fain. 
the legal methods he claims unjustly led to 
meet world 
during th 
heyday of 
Damon 
his 
death
-penalty conviction. 
Pub. at 53.96 
ou,_ Runyan. Tooth 
Guinan and Dutch Schultz.
 
with   
- - Sala' '" 
stories
 of Ethel Merman, Martha Raye. Lilli . 
1417. Tough Cop in  Wicht.Open City - THE 
-- - k 
Cyr Kim Novak. scores of other 
stars  he 
KIND OF GUY I AM. by 
R.
 McAllister. ,. 
"Strong. 
shocking,
 stark" - Now 'fork Times. 
discothred." 
Pub.
 t $4.00. Salt  91Ic 1 
Illockmoilod,  marked 
for 
death,
 framod 
on 
 
; 
H52.
 
Search  for Poradiso - MERMAID 
SING. 
murder rap, this is the hair-raising, violence. ' 
INC.
 by Charmion 
Ctift. 
Fed 
up with pur 
filled expose of 
an hornet cop who 
defied  
, 
groveled
 
city 
living? had 
this 
beautifully.
 
the vice lords, the Mafia, and the corrupt 
I 
told
 
Nth story of  
family that forsook 
politicians 
of Now York City in the
 
roaring
 
I 
"civilisation-
 to 
find
 
both  
happini,eis:.  and 
solo
 tic
 , fulfillment
 
on  
tiny Medi   
20's.  Pub. at $3.9S. 
Pub.
 et 
$3.7S  
Sale 
9k ' 
Hit.
 WHITE MANE, by A. Lamorisse. Extra 
ordinary picture -story of 
a bthutiful whit. H54. 
Touring  Arnericn, 1151 -MR. 
VESSEY
 OF 
stallion 
and the boy who saves his lifo-with
 
ENGLAND,
 ed by B. 
Waters.  The 
deightfully ; 
SO 
magnificent
 photographs 
from the 
prize-
 
candid,  
mbiveent  
impressions  of a 
Victorin 
winning
 
mania which 
inspired the book. 
Pub. at 52.75. Sale Ilk 
' tArnier
 in our Old South, Wild West, 
etc.
 
1 
uthntic 
19th century diary. 
H20. Magery Wilson's 
Inspiring 
Story  7 I 
Pub.
 at 
52.11. 
Sale
 911c I 
FOUND MY WAY. 
Cherning.  
personality.  
H55. CALYPSO SONG BOOK. by W. Atta 
studded 
memoirs of tho early Hollyvrood .0. H., 
9,0.....or;  isi.n. ,,,,,.;, 
star 
and radio fothrite - nd of her 
success.
 
.rd
 console. lyrics of 25 rollicking Carib. 
NI 
struggle  to place
 
happiness  
bove 
farm 
boon
 fathaties
 - Mthy Ann. Matilda. Banana 
nd fortune.
 
Fascinating
 
vignettes
 
of 
Lillian 
goat Loader's Song, set, Illustrated in color 
Gish. Douglas Rairbanks 
John Gilbert, other 
T '.'  I 
0.
 
Pub.
 at $2.9S. 
H21 HOW TO FINISH YOUR ATTIC AND 
H56 Moai Idol
-THE
 FABULOUS TOM MIX 
Sale 
the 
scren gr.**. Pub. at $4.15. Sale 111c 
IASEMENT YOURSELF, by A. G. LocInthod 
by Olive 
S.
 Mix. 
Exciting
 
life 
and 
careers -
Gain
 the 
extra  spath
 and comfort you need. "ye Puncher, Thee Ranger, frontier sheriff. 1 
Rough
 Rider, Wild 
West  star,
 etc -of the , 
add to the value of 
your home! Export, 
easy.
 
to.follow
 directions. 
135
 stop -by -step
 Metro- Cern°.
 men'. 
Weltern  
nee,
 revealing 
forth.
 
first 
time  the 
off.threen  courage of "the 1 
tions; 
plane,
 tools, construction, finishing
 
Sale
 oe,
 
',,-loss man el the
 
Plains" 
Photos.  
Pub. 
at $3.60. 
Sale tic I 
H22. THE FAMILY CHRISTMAS BOOK, 
sed 
Pub  
at 
$3.9S. 
by D. 
Wilson.
 A merry 
Yulietidie  anthology of
 HST 
Humor Anthology - ANIMAL SPIRITS 
hithricsus
 holiday 
cartoons
 
and
 
delightful
 
ed. 
by Whit 
genet  Nearly 100 choice car
 
Christmas  
stories
 for ...airy 
member  of 
the 
thons,
 dozen 
of 
hithrious
 
Prose
 Pieces ^01 
family, 
by Pearl Buck, 
Shirley Jackson,  Na-
 , 
poems by Ogden Nosh, P. G. Wodehms 
thaniel
 Benchley and others.  1 Robat 
lenchla,
 
other 
wits -on ma's
 foa 
laved 
nd feathered frinde, Pub. 
at
 $2.15. 
  
1423. The 
Disaster That Changed History - 
THE LISBON 
EARTHQUAKE  by T. 
Ken-
drick,
 Director 
of the British tolusouni. 
Vivid 
account  of the 
colastroph
 which
 took MOOG 
lives and forever destroyed th Ago of 001. 
Mem. The morel and 
philosophical  
ithum
 
dis-
cussed are 
as
 timely and controversial  as they 
were in 1755. Pub. at 
$4.00.  
Sale 
91k 
H26 THE THREE LIVES OF HARRIET HUB- ; ; ; 
BARD 
AYER,  by 
M.
 H. Athr. More 
gripping  
y;ccer,__oho gosoeing aso, es seo H.9 Iranian 
Odyssey  - THE LAST
 
M1GRA
 
can
 
sovety 
belle who built a 
fabulous  cos-
metics butinose,
 lost it when unjustly corn. 
rnittod to an Insane asylum, and came 
back
 
to 
become
 on, 
of
 our first
 important 
mem.  
Poperwornon.
 Illus 
Pub. at $3.16 Salo
 tic
 
H29 Ho. To DISCOVER YOUR SELF!
 by 
Dr. 
S Lackner.
 Based on Freud, Come, Homey 1463. 
Majorca 
to Mthice--FROM 
PILLAR TO 
and other psychiatric 
pioneers,  here 
is  POST.  by Anne 
Sinclair  Molthee. Tho 
erotic
 
Practical
 non -technical quid. 
to Nth adveturres Of 
HPI 
Wichitoborn "New Yorker -
treatment
 Ithhniques 
of
 "isutoathlysis." show- magazine 
writer, her 
Plosion
 
husband, and the 
inq  how you 
can overcome guilt feelings, fabulous characters they met-Including Icor,  
phobias and other
 
neurotic
 
tarlatans
 in Iti 
'collecting
 
Moslems  bureaucrats,
 
guitar- I 
order 
to be 
 hisopith,
 
healthis  person. 
playing
 
111Orcien
 innthepors, etc. 
Pub at - 
Sale
 
tic Pub at $3. 5, 
See 98c 
ale c 
HU. History's Loges. Hoe. 
- THE 
TICH.  
IORNE
 IMPOSTER,
 by G. 
MacGregor. frith 
funny  
and incredible story of the Cocknoy 
butcher's ten who marly 
succeeded
 in con. , 
wincing
 VIA   
England that 
he was the 
lawful heir 
to one of Srithin's 
oldoet and 
stholtisiest  estafos. Illus. 
TION. by Vinthnt Cronin. A remarkabl 
richly
 
latured
 account of  nornodic 
Persian  
tribe's
 
mit 
journey  from wintoring grounds 
to mountain grasslands
 - the 
climax  of 
which
 
spells 
the 
ond of  way of life,
 
Illus.
 
Pub.
 af 
5410.
 
Sale
 tic 
, H203
 
Jesuit
 
Hittorpr$T.
 
IGNATIUS'  
OWN 
STORY
 
Only 
English  
tionsleion  of 
Ignatius 
 
intr.
  s 
account
 of his 
founding
 of 
the 
Society  
of
 Jesus, 
plus  
rich 
sampling  
of St. 
Ignatius'
 
letters.
 Orig.
 $2.50.
 Sale  9k 
HM14. 
THE  
HERESY  
OF 
DEMOCRACY,
 
by
 
I 
Lord
 
Percy.
 The 
nature,
 principles and 
his. 
; tory of our 
political
 
tithe(  and 
its vulnerable
 
H240 
THE 
PAINTINGS
 OF 
LEONARDO  
DA 
points 
teethe 
Pub. at 
$4.013. 
Salo 9k 
VINCI,
 
Oyer  100 
illustrations.
 
sevetal 
In 
color.
 
Tat by 
G. 
Castelfranco.  
Pub at 11.95 
Sale 184 
H295. 
Don  
Blondinas
 
MOSTLY 
CALIFORNIA.
 
Flavorsome
 
drawings  
and  
verse dopicting the 
thnd of 
'ears 
and 
padres,
 cults and movies 
ghost  
towns  
and
 great
 cities.
 
Pub.  
at
 $210.
 
Sale 96c 
H218.  
THE
 
RESERVIST'S  
GUIDE  AND REC-
ORD, 
by 
Maj.
 D. 
J.
 Kern. 
Complete
 
informs.  
lion 
on 
rights,
 
benefits,  
promotions,
 
allow.  
antes  
obligations,
 
privithges. 
retirement, etc. 
Pub.
 at 
$3.50.
 
Sale 96c 
H304.  
LEARNING  
CONTEMPORARY
 
FRENCH,
 
by 
J.
 C. & 
11. S. 
Polenountain.
 
Reprosentativo
 
selections
 from
 
modern
 
French writers
 with 
...foists.  
grammar
 drills
 and 
vocabulary.
 
Pub. 
at
 $2.75. 
Sale 1111c 
H307.
 
Mystical  
Powers
 - 
FROM 
THE 
WORLD  
OF
 
THE 
CAIIALAH,  
By 
inn
 
Zion 
Bettor.  
Comptes.
 
explanation  
of 
Cabbalist
 ideas on 
religion 
and 
life
-chosen
 
spirits.
 Sefirotdivine 
forces. ittc.
 Pub. 
at
 53.00. 
Sale 
98c 
H313.
 ROBERT
 
OWEN
 of 
New 
Lanark 
& Now 
Harmony.
 by 
Margaret
 
Cole.
 The life, ideas 
and 
achievements
 
of one of 
the great 
lOth 
century 
Industrial
 
thformers.
 including 
now 
material 
On his 
famous
 
utopian  
communities.  
Pub.
 at 
$3.50.  
Sale tic 
H333.
 
SALADIN,
 
by
 G. 
Slaughter.
 An 
exciting 
biography  
of the 
medieval
 
sultan
 of 
Egypt 
who 
undertook  
the
 
Holy 
War 
against  
Chris-
tianity.
 Illus. Pub. 
at
 $4.00. 
Sale 111c 
H334. 
Big Game
 
Fishing-ALBACORA,
 by E. 
Marron.
 A 
woman's  
lighthearted  account
 of 
H371  
GETTING
 
ACQUAINTED
 
MTN
 
1LE 
ORE,
 by 
A. A 
V/ilson.
 
With
 
II 
superb
 
tintclZ
 
bt'ers'sling,
 
Xid
 
Pub.
 
at
 
53.00.  
341**
 
animal 
Curiosities  
first 
published  
nearly a 
; H210. EDITING 
THE SMALL CITY DAILY, by H357. 
Schlesinger"  et al -THE MAKING OF 
Wtherilflsa,'"Gouosrkai,utRhiocrh.aPrdortkathtuss':!
 Tr . 
Wowing. by H. Matti.. f.f-/ ,WWW0IY,
 of  born , a
 M.
 tool. Comae). ablanation of modern 
AMERICAN  HISTORY. by D. %omen. Classic Jannings and other 
famous  l'rn!' 
Sale 
9k 
adventurer
 who in the 
late
 10's 
caught  the 
1 gold fever in Alaska
 and
 Canada. Crammed 
journalistic 
techniques  and procedures - studies by 
outstanding,  historians -Beard descriptions of 
Europe s 
.00:
 
creating headlines,
 page make-up, 
the Sun- Henry Adams, Perlman, et al -illustrating 
meccas.  
Pub.  
at
 $5.00 
with ouththtic
 facts pm 
hunting,
 
trapping,
 day issue, 
departmental  
pages,  
etc. 38 
illus
 , the major 
develOOntOnt,
 
in
 
Americ,e,
 
Pacle.TT  
H406 L Eft, THE 
GREAT
 
ADYETi. 
Eskimo life,
 pro -Byrd
 exploration of tho Artie.  
Pub. at 54.75. 
otIcua,$),ittivid$3.75picture of 
a 
vanished 
age 
t
 it 
H216. Intimat. of Show 
& Wells - SYDNEY 
Sale 98c and governmmt, 
each  with ro interpreith  
introduction. Pub. at 
532$.
 Sale tic 
V 
I , d' f ' 
H151 Lillian Smith -THE JOURNEY. The dis. 1 
 
sued
 b I.. y nso ,,,  
1 
Rostand
 and P. 
Bodin.  
The 
intrl:.
 
of 
life and 
man's 
future  on 
Ito  
scribes
 her innormost thoughts on the road to 
1 
Ci," ''''  th. !' 
self -undo  nding and contentment. 
120
 Years,"
 etc.
 Pub.
 at 
0350.  
Diseas 
Will 
DisaPPeer.-
 ' Virr 
H87. Prelude to
 "Sheeran'
 Junction"
-BUGLES
 
AND A TIGER. John Masters brilliantly do -
scabies his career as an officer of Nepal's 
firth
 Ghurkas
 
during
 tho last years of 
British rule - thy real -life danger, romance 
and action that inspired his great novels of 
India. Illus. Pub. at $3 95 
Sale
 911c 
H111. The Author of "Franknstein" - MARY, 
SHELLEY, by E. Nitchio The definitive study' 
of
 thie wife of the great poet, based on 
hitherto unpublished documents -analyses all 
the controversies of her life and work, her 
tumultuous marriage, inflthrico on 
her
 bus. 
band, etc. Pols 
$4.00. 
Sale  
1lIc 
H93. NIGHT FIGHTER, 
by
 C. F. Remnsley 
end R. Wright. The suspense
-filled action. 
packed story 
of the radar 
equipped 
night 
fighter-tho men who developed and 
flew  it 
and its vital  104 
in the great Euromon air 
battles of WW II - Hamburg!, 
Botil. of 
Britain,
 
0 -Day, etc. Pub. at $4.50. Sale 18c 
1494, GENERAL 
CLERICAL PROCEDURES-A 
Guido to Office
 Organization and
 
Record.
 
of SO ythrs in toe
-level 
ooltic,,
 
with rove.. 
Keeping, by J. G. Kirk. 
Practical
 mama'
 
tions 
and 
anecdotes  
about
 the policiet
 nd 
smith 175 illustrations
 of standard office 
forms,
 
personalities
 of 
FDR, Ickes, Hopkins,
 Tru. 
record -cards, 
etc.  
Covers  efficiency 
proca
 
man,  
others.
 Photos 
Orig.  $5.00. Sale 9k 
dures
 in rm..), departmont, from receiving
 
H179.  
PostMortem
 on 
Dickers'  THE DROOD 
and 
shipping  to billing and
 
filling, 
Sale tic 
MURDER
brilliant  analysis
 of Dickens'
 unfin 
MURDER
 CASE, 
by R. L. 
Baker.
 A mystery
 
 
 rrr 
HIS. SHIPS OF THE U. S. MERCHANT MA. 
RINE, by S. Kip Farrington, Jr.: intro. by 
Adm. Ghost.' Hint*. Color Illustrated quid. 
to the passthger and cargo VeSSIS Of 21 
Anthrican shipping lines, detailing special 
facilities  post WW II Innovations etc. Fitful 
1-11.14. PAPA MARRIED A 
MORMON,
 
by
 J D. 
Fitzgerald.  
From
 Mormon
 
Missionaries
 to the 
Laredo 
Kid.-
 
colorful
 panorama 
of 
the 
miners, "painted 
women
 " gamblers'
 
gun-
men 
and 
Indians
 who 
lira( the
 legends
 of 
rho
 
Utah  frontier.
 Illa. Orig.
 
$315
 
Sath  
98c 
HI51.  
Thirty 
Years  in 
Congress
-THEODORE
 
E. BURTON, by 
F 
Cressey
 
The crowded 
life 
and 
career  of 
tho 
noted  
Ohio
 
statesman
 
(1859-1929). 
Rcreates 
over
 a 
half century
 of 
important events in 
our 
national
 life, includ-
ing 
friendships
 with 
eight  
American  
Prai
 
dents. Pub. at 
$5.00.
 
Sale 
113c 
H153, Th 
Art of 
CARAVAGGIO
 - 12 
Prints 
In Full Color. 
Warm.  
SertfUoisl
 
reproductions
 
of O. work
 of
 the 10th 
century 
innovator -
The
 
Young 
Bacchus,"
 
"Still
 Life 
With 
Basket 
of Fruit.'
 other 
favorites. 
10"a13. 
a"
 import. 
Pub.
 it $2.50  
Sale 91k 
HI54. 
They  Found 
Hope in 
RAGMAN'S
 CITY, 
by B. 
Simon.  
Moving  
description  
of the 
in-
spiring
 work of
 
Abbe
 Pierre
 and the 
Emmaus  
movement
 among
 France's 
poor  
and under-
privileged. 
Photos.
 Orig. $3.50 
Sale 
98c 
H157 
Early 
American  
Literature  - 
MINOR 
KNICKERBOCKERS.
 
$58  pages. 
intro,  and 
notes. 
Selected  prose and 
poetry
 by 
the im. 
monthly 
gifted but 
lesser -known
 writers
 who 
helped shape 
our
 national 
literature:  Fritz.  
Greene, 
Halleck,  John
 Howard 
Payne.saJlo.se"pch
 
Rodman,  
Drake,
 others.
 
H161.  Crusading 
Editor - 
THE YEARS 
WERE 
GOOD.
 The warm,
 personal 
story of 
Louis  B. 
Sather
 who, as 
editor  of the 
Cleveland 
Press 
for 28 
years, has 
fought 
corruption  
and
 rack.. 
tearing,
 raised 
money  for 
worthy  Causes
 
apunbd.  
found 
Ill,well  worth 
living. Illus.
 
Sale tit 
HI70. THE 
DOG  AT 
CLAMBERCROWN.  
Un-
usual
 
autobiography  
of
 Joclyn Brooke
 whose 
run-ins range 
from th 
Sicilian
 Mafia
 to 
Hill. 
The
 
Autobiography  
of MY HESRaOle,
 tic 
James  Joyce. 
Pub.  at $4 00 
Donald 
Richberg.  
Intinulte
 
amusing
 memoirs
 
Tits: 
Bernoulli's
 
Mower,.
 
Itsirheid,%-.-,t.
 
Hi ft  
lift-drag13111'.'.HA
 
E41. 
tUleit:.  Tit' 
EIPIR;
 
'6V/A.°ITI:11;11..12:4:11111A-1
 
5.11:T  
. 
Ell:e,  
HUG.
 
THE  
PHYSICS
 
or
 
FLIGHT
 
:kin:
 
Landis  
Fundamentals
 
of 
airpiona
 
' 
.-,7 
a 
history  of 
fish
-scorpion
 
fish.
 
corinoTs
 
4...ra
 
froo"ci,
 
bass,
grchio
 
many
threat 
dl
 
wrnoarklis"sgureIotno&fofsiclihnistiti.
 all  
 
fisher
 
Elating
 
fn..  nA 
skit:
  
Pierre
 
de 
Lail..
 TM 
first
 
eye..it
 
.h4H43111ibp424.1.1A.  T5Nhn3e:I°1
 uMrpi.0 lc 
kic;:.k
 
TIGER,ir
 n' t. 
4°E
 r Ai 
llitl.Tbe
 le.
 , S:0::
 
tic;
 
General 
fAcCliellan's
 
son,
 
Goorge
 
I 
,'e,  
- lir.
 
Jr.
-soldier,
 
lawyer,
 
prpfmpp,
 
1.44,,,a;1',
 
tbi 
eTwl.Y.onrkhils"a
 associationrtcw
 
iIrt'ahti 
I 
het  IPI 
!Pk' 
t!":)ngl
 
iri 
0' 
it'l
 
Fd'n't."'n''.
 
THPaullIslmb7Zitok";?rc'hs'inTrevelllisGtouridice
 
tPoh*S'C'A.N.DSI:Nli"1111%i:
 
thFreombesthilinfOr  
ttohesIZsrtgi"ibniNrdeo:iRiviZpol):epin:::1
 
Sweden
 and 
Finland.
 430 
illust,,i0
 
IT',  
telling  
you 
how 
to 
go,
 
whore
 
to 
sioyal:,
 
and
 setopitwhat 
to 
see  
and
 
do.
 
Cited!
 
n-.;:
 
theHro391.1".9tPhahp°:P:P..unic,
 
lry:Is 
Rebel3S
 
genius:
 s 
wt 
Ill'ou'eg
 h 
t's°07415no.'
 ' 
by T. Dantsig.
 
Remarkably
 
thadablii
 
Sst:I.eyihe
 
work
 
ultimately
 we 
corioborated
 
by
 
Finny.,
 
leth,  the 
Infinite.
 
reality.
 
etc.  
HPu401'1.
 
at 
$3.00.
IODY,
 
by 
J.
 
Ls. 
to 
to 
recognize
 and
 
correct
 minor
 
ohysieel
 " 
thernoot.taglicdiseobt
 
ialitipe:r.w.ch,i4h
 
bd.c.I.rdobsa.lifts:01
 
H1.406"IY.  Mpeorfroar 
Bo-Abrmodayrnot3t10-
 
THE
 
SelatIll
 
of tho 
achievements  
of 
MBA
 
throughout
 
ne 
REBUILT,
 by P. 
Howvaiidn.keDdo.cum_einmteEd
 
GM::
 
CORINTHIAN, 
14"TPFuHablAl
 
aNGt.a$r3ibsh00y, 
D. 
Leslie  
The
 
life
 
Ise  
time
 of 
Nth
 
debauched 
Prine
 
Regent
 
era 
thter
 became 
George
 IV. 
A 
vivid
 
picture
 
er
 
itahned.nsatiettoieryst,
 
prno,,bct
 
actol$03rlsoul
 
peiodsi.1.5,4,t.
 
H414.
 HAIR 
ON
 A 
CUE 
BALL
 
by 
N 
Ho,
 
fThouend'i'haidm's'enlr'Of
 
workinga
 H 
FP 
f:'
 
*a*:'
 
o'iirtfl.....:.
 
d9o'onw
 hair
otnollbsalhdowhind'thHe
 
of 
sicunieesstitsocial.misst
 
tHin4itc"Isocmie_ty"WaHcANTossA.
 yileluAs.R 
panoramabookofallOf
 
Pub, at
1$430100
 
lyebayrs
 j 
ago 
us
 
foldod
 in  
biography
 
of 
Anna
 
Mowillt,
 
se
 
contomporary* photos.  
.Pub
 at
 
$3 
95 Selo
 
Its
 
the 
echo's of Agincourt
 to 
the
 
desert
 too 
Pub.
 of $4.75.
 
Boomri.Nosatnadlgicdrahsihstso
 'Oct' 
healiT'cl;u<Thhe
 
fear
rkwiii 
Hoover, 
Clara  
Bow  and 
Jimmy
 
Walker!
 11 
H421. Agincourt  
to 
Tobruk
 
- 
THE
 
MOTU
 
SOLDIER, by 
Col.
 H. de 
Warter.ile
 
Tee  
eta 
lution of 
Great  
Britain's  lighting
 
men
 hen 
of 
Rommel
 in 
the 
Second 
World  
We,
 
- 
vilk  
cDoiclokrfenusl.
 
Tmh.ileltkaLyo,prHoafinIdoys,
 
Killing 
and
ems, Illus. 
Pub.
 at 54.00.
 
Sale
 tin 
Sale*
 
c1-14,111.7
 hT .1-1.1 .LA LADY  OF  
FASHION
 vi   
. 
,,.i,n  
the 1, 
an..,ou,h4 
H429. George Washington,
 
Lady 
Mon**  
and Others - 
ORIGINALS
 
ABROAD  
It
 * 
Smith. A me at 
some
 
fornous  
and 
intemes
 
lith century 
Britons  and 
their
 
*scathes
 
away
 from home.
 Pub. 
at
 53.00
 
saSall.
 
k,k 
thing you want to know 
- 
tours
 and eight 
H430. Fodor's Travel 
Guide
 to 
AUSTRIA
 
Music 
and
 
gaiety
 in 
Vienne,
 
festivals
 it 
Salzburg,
 sports in 
the 
Austrion  
Alps!
 
Every
 
life, hotels, restaurants
 and 
shops,
 
cote*
 
and traditions, etc. Many 
photo.illus,
 
rem 
map. 
Pub  At 53.50.
 
H443. YOUR CAREER IN ADVERTISING
 
D. 
D. 
Rivers. 
A fop regency 
nion's
 
do.-  
0 ,-.. 
appraisal of the
 
oPPortunities
 
Pub. at 53.50. 
Hat THE 
POOR
 MAN'S GUIDE - 
by David
 
Dodge. Getting 
the  
of your European
 vacation lc 
amount of money. Thousands of rr   
rency, hotels, 
tipping,
 customs 
shut.  ! 
transportation,
 food and many other
 
st; 
Illus. Pub. at $350. 
H475. JULES LAFORGUE 
and
 the IroS::  
heritanth. by W. Rrnsey,  Definitive 11.0.: 
th great 
contemporary
 of Masd. 
t . ... 
Rimbaud, who
 like 
them
 
Prolo...-
encd such poets as 
Eliot,  Poo-. 
Crone. Includes 
many Laform, 
illottiohnt,hepuobagaintailsFooronch
 and  in I; 
H583,  The 
Rise and Fall of a 
R1ENZO, 
by
 V. 
Fthitchor Here . 
-Rinzo" of Wagthr's olive - a 
pp r; ootno..yor 
the 
paellopFlaescais,tds 
do
at 
their  hands. 
Lawless
 licatini  
background
 of this etc,
 
nq 
1-
qraphy. 
Pub. at $3.15. 
H586. 
Correspondence  of 
STE  
BIKE
 
ZWEIG,
 trans. and al b. 
 
Books for Kids 
C2. BACK IN TIME FOR SUPPER, by D. 
Furth.
 Two children on  magical, cross. 
country trip 
in a sky cab. Illus. (5.8). 
Pub. of $2.60. Sale 98c 
Cl. BINKLEY'S BOTTLENECK, by S. F. 
Rapoport,  What Mows when  now 
bridge threatens to replace Grandpa's 
ferry, 
(7-10). 
Pub.
 at 52 50. Se 18c 
C4. SIGNAL 'HILL.
 
be E.
 A.
 Hero, 
Suspense, theitement and action in
 the
 
oil 
fields
 of the Mojath Desert. Illus. 
(Thens).  Pub. 
at RIO. 
Sale 
18c  
Ci. FISHERMAN'S LUCK, by J. Gould. 
Learning  how to fish teachth Bartley  lot 
about grown-up riesponsibility. illus. (8-12) 
Pub. at $2.75.
 
Sale 98c 
Cl.
 
COWOOY
 CHARLEY, 4-H CHAMP, 
by C. M. Martin. Ad   of teen-
gstrs on a 
California 
ranch in thu 
course
 
of 4-H Club work. Illus. (1014). 
,Pub.  at 52.50. 
Sale Ilk 
Cil. 
THE HEIR TO 
CHRISTMAS,
 by 
P. 
Gordon. Tins discovers Ma true igloo and 
on
 of Christmas. Beautifully told and Il-
lustrated,
 
(410). Pub. at $200 Sole 16c 
C12. THE FRIENDLY PHOEBE, by 
B. a 
E. Hadar. A lovablo Iclorly
 couple adopt 
an orphan bird and nurse it back to 
health. Illus. In color. 
(4-8).  52.25 Solt  98c 
C13. THE
 GHOSTLY TRIO, by N. W. 
Smith. 
Absorbing tale 
of
  rrrrr 1 
club,   
haunted
 house and  Nooses Illth (4-12) 
Pub at $210. 
Sale 111c 
CIS
 THE 
LORD'S OYSTERS. by G. 
Byron.
 
Endthring story of  ricer family at 
the 
turn
 of the
 century, and of a boy's 
se. 
citing dvontures. Rthninithent of "Huck 
Finn 
'(12.141.
 Pub. at $450, Sale the 
C16.
 
WILDERNESS
 ROY, 
by M. 
Everndon. 
A spirited
 boy has to choose sides 
during  
the Whiskey Rebellion of 
1714.
 (10-14).
 
Pub. at $3.00. Sale
 tic 
C17.  MASCOTS, by F, Downey. beets 
of famous
 military mascots from 
Rthithsies  
ll'e pot lion
 to dogs 
in the
 
service  of 
thy N. 
N. Illus. (113)
 51.75 
Sole  ilk 
 TWENTY-FOUR
 AND STANLEY. by 
 
WEISS.  
How  24 
kid, 
convert  
 
little
 
old 
boat iitho  clubhouse for 26 (Includ-
a;l:Ingo.
 
Color
 
ins,
 
4.10);
 
Sale 1St 
CIO BEASTS AND NONSENSE, by M. H. 
Its. Whimsical
 
pictures  
and MIOMOY0/18 
wM/S4
 about all the favorite
 zoo
 
ninials.
 
Illus.
 
(Si).
 Pub.
 WOO 
See tic
 
C2I. SEA DOG, by E. 
Gilligan Soy's ad. 
ventures  with  courageous 
eolith  aboard 
 topsail 
schooner.  Illus. (10.14) 
Pub. at $2.9) Sale 11Ic 
C22. TRAIL
 OF THE PINTO 
TO 
OREGON.
 
by J. P. Loomis Adv. rrrrrr of  
young 
boy and a 
rthnorkable
 horse on 
an early 
Northwest expedition. (10.141. 
Pub 
at $2 75. Sale 
911c 
C23 SHOE THE WILD 
MARE. by E Gil. 
Hays 
Thrilling
 
tale
 of a boy 
deormieed
 
I, tare
 his horse. Illus. 
'(12.141.
 
Pub. at $3.50 Sale 1111c 
CIS. HIGH SMOKE, by 
A.
 Chalmers. A 
young 
city girl 
dis   the fun
 of
 coun 
try living. Illus. 
0-121.
 $2 SO. 
Sale 1k 
C26. THE OTTERBURY INCIDENT, by C. 
Day Lewis.
 blithe
    
Nick 
and his school 
chums.  
Illus.
 
MIR/  
Pub. at $200. Sole 90c 
H246 History of 
she 
Cold
 
War -THE FIFTEEN 
work in the grend tradition about Nth 
reign 
WEEKS by J M. Jones.
 Close-ups of the 
of Nebuchadnosar's heir,
 
end the Second 
I 'woes orohoo,y of ylto mewing of a 
moo.;  . 
leaders 
in the 
momentous, fatmovIng 
chain 
of aents preceding our first 
offensive
 stand
 
!
 
man  w.ht.014wmould redeem mankind through his 
i 
suffering.
 The 
last book by this
 great iw.rit.puer.
 
hallnlabaacSokgarloefundCooldn
 
trearf.riernerle,stofFirtsbt.-
, Marshall Plan 
Truman
 Doctrine. 
etc. 
H124. THE ROSARY: A Social Remedy. by T.  $3.75.' 
Salo 18c 
i Schwerin., sThe 
Riney as the
 
Mitome of 
' 
H249. THE 
CHRISTiAN EXPERIENCE. 
by J.  
; 
Christ's  
life nd 
a4 
to for 
present social 
' 
ills.  Each of the Sorrowful Mysteries ond the 
Meethe
 
A 
brilliant  
aplanation of the 
faith,  
practice  and 
fruits
 of Christian living 
i Glorious
 1/1  'a is scrutinized to reveal  
! specific lesson for 
today.
 
ImPrimeur.
 
ad of persona communions with Christ. fm. 
H370. 
Oil.  Intrigue and Perste - 1NTRODUC.
 ! tontial solutions to  lit,' -- ' - - 
Pub.
 at $275
 
sal. 
te, primate.
 Pub 
of
 $5.00. 
Sale 98c 
TION TO IRAN. by 
E. Groseclose. Social, ! parable to 
that 
of
 
our
 o., i,-- ..- sk 
min.
 SAM IIRANNAN, 
WILDER  
OF SAN 
H153, TWENTY MILLION TONS
 UNDER
 THE 
political 
and  economic history of the 
land
 1 Pub. at 
S3.50. 
5  
nobryFlroncleco-th
 
man  
who  fur. bitter battle of the North
 Atlantic, climaxed
 '"aa;  a' ....v. 
of 
Jth.eSthegirnholinis,Tgliefoauc,dtiionng.
 cluAn., Roefor Adm.
 D. V. Gantry, thri:I-ng 
a,. r!P1,17,PLIg-rsvphoowserimffepi.trs
 jsielw,ve atele?.:Itrisog;me.i 1 
siphyygeo. f-ojot pseyoeNJ.W0.1rN..Kni.E"-The
 A07:: 
his Task Force's 
haat role in 
the 
ratedi
 
Pub.
 , a, , 
Vivid waft 'E 
niet 00 
a 
fFpilletcAhtNriCoISCififeCisa.,
 
&shed materials for  
Sutton's Hill,  
became by the  
;one capture and boording of 
H374. THE
 SPINOZA DICTIONARY, Se; bky 1 cflooneturoyf 
-thestaArsnfesliacgast.
 
cTohig".  
I;'st 
: 
California's
 
first millionaire,  
vigilantes
 
of
 the 
11150's
 and helped 
finance ; Pub. at $5.00 
organized
 the the
 Gorman 
UBoat 5135. Photos. 
Seth gic
 
philosopher's
 
thought
 
on
 God, dthnocracy, Illus. Pub. at $4.S0 
D. D. ROOM
 
Invaluable
 
treasury
 of Ill great I 
ployhoutos
 -
 by
 one
 
of
 its fa'arn° sou 
sk 
the Union against the 
Confederacy.  sin. beauty, faith, etc Orig. 
$5.00.  Sale 1111c 
h - Fa 
humorous
 chronicle 
of tho 
ioys of 
th thong. 
 
under  
Churchill,
 
Ambassador
 
..
 
i 
H1102.
 Lord
 
Heilat's
 
Autobierse  Y 
.......
 
Pub at 
53.50.  
. H254.
 ECONOMICS FOR THE
 CITIZEN.
 
BY 
HI33.
 SEED ON THE WIND. by gilt Geagn i. 
Sale tac
 
A.
 
R.
 
Othinferlt,
 124 
Pages of 
simple,
 
sonsi
 
H375.  THE 
GREEN 
YEAR. 
by
 B. Webster. ' 
NESS 
OF
 
DAYS.  
Viceroy
 
to 
India  .7 .2; 
. . 
.i 
explaithtiom  
of 
production.  
ie04....  di,. 
With 50 
drowthos
 
by
 E SherlI1211. A 
charming,
 
Secreary  
under 
Chmbelain
 
nunitt..,7
 
ington
 - 
the 
life  
and 
br;"'.."  s...7,...1:4 
H.....
 great
 
events
 
and  
;airmail 
vrth 
9't 
t 
figures of 
our 
time.
 
Photos
 
PEunbry,lanadt'sufammo.
 
us 
statesman:
 
Alt.:Fe:or:
 
Ht42. How 
An
 Author Works
-NOVEL IN THE 
by J Durant A 
hilarious
-and  amazingly
 ac. we 
M e d i c i n e i r d  
and Miracle Ma. the n   or. AtHuTil i f basi141.°AriMnt
 le 
O'Hare
'"Htlreao2r
 
.54.1bM1y4c5C.:br:v
 .; ;Ank 
-tTerrii:4*1
 
Potter
 
- 
SENSE
 
, 
,,,
 
A 
master  
humorist
 
analysts
 
his.r 
A..,  
P.
 
..Sttesp.thn.
 
we WOR 
; Pub. 
at
 SI 75 
Shakespeare  
Shea,
 
PriettlY.
 
eirme";;;*
 
scores  
of 
hilarious
 
illustrations
 7 
777,771-4-,
 
Sale let H265 
PREDICTIONS:
 A Picts,.
 History,
 ad.
 dealing  
belief,  
and 
customs
-Yukon 
W111011, analytical
 
articles
 
covering
 ... ____, . y 
' MAKING. by tooth O'Hara, author of My
 
curate -collection
 of 
prophetic
 
cartoons
 
from 
ending
 struggle 
against the
 elements. etc. 
Times  
journalist.
 
Pub 
at
 
$450
 
Sale 
111c 
authentic  
dia,y
 0' 
is5/ 7$ 
Sale
 Nis 
111:01.0:
 
i Friend Flick.,"
 "Thunderhead," etc. 
Engross. 
Puck,
 
Judge 
Harper's Weekly,  th 
old 
Life lite 
I of croation.
 Pub.
 at $3.00. Sale 
11*
 
Sec -es of 
tiongueinthek  
ciithoyants
 
Pre. 
H378. LEARNING  
LAUGHTER, by Stephen I 
HAGGERTY,
 by Rat l'Ault:Ia''' 
I Ht43. Th 
Fabulous 
Vonderbilts-QUEEN
 
OF 
dieting  
everything  
from 
teir
 
conditioning 
to 
Sal. 
"4 , 
H947.  
Saturday  
Evening
 
,°1'...t
 
,,ori.4  
I ing self-portrait 
of n author in the 
throes
 
and
 other
 
magazines
 of 
tho least 
100 Years; 
. 
; THE
 GOLDEN 
AGE.
 By 
Cornelius
 Vonclois
 
female
 
supthmacy  
7'.:-.11:1-  
Spender. hleart.werning
 report on WW 11 
humorous 
collodion
 
of
 a dote" . 
mod 
; lod, Kings and Queth for 
friends,
  famiiy 
H178
 Sthfaring 
in 
11150
-THE WANDERINGS
 
*relent
 and dieplacod  children from Europe 
falth  
oboe
 
flue  
boistorois
 
vat  
and
 Asia who 
meth 
resettled  in lerael. Photos. 
Paul
 
Bunyan
 
of 
the
 
Machin.
 Aga
 
, Jr. OMPIIMC and 4.'4 living 
never 
oratte.  Pub 
at 
51
 75 
Sale 
99, 
Pub.
 of $3.50.
 
l netiR9 stony 
of 
Grail  
Wilson  Vanderbilt 
end 
York  the 
Gold
 Rush, romance
 from 
Mai.  
Sale 
111c 
Pub. 
dt 
$3.50. 
loud Mat 
rocked
 the society  
world-th fthci 
OF EDWARD 
ELY NthErnutiny
 old New 
the 
incredible
 
Pub.
 at 
54 75. 
era 
she dominated.
 20 
photos  to 
tomboy
-ail
 
thrillingly
 
recorded
 In 
this 
1-1112. Diary of a Freed Negro - THE 
JOUR.  
rotations  by the fmom Fabian and 
Gavels*"
 
, NAL OF CHARLOTTE L. PORTEN. Unique 
of Jamaica. With a pen 
portrait by George 
i human document of  :young Negro teacher's 
Bernard
 Shaw. Illus 53.75 Sal. 
911cSale
 tic 
aperiences (1854-64) in New England and 
. 
liberated
 slaves on Carolina's
 sea islands. , ,, i 
, H627. 
THE 
CORNERSTONE
 by Zoe
 
Cr'
 
H219. A SHROPSHIRE LAD 
by
 A. E. How. 
lath. among thoueands of illiterate, suddenly 
H360. SPEAK ITALIAN in Record Time. by 
man. Bitter but swats
 motional
 but 
calm-.
 inning
 
novel
 
or 
r 
,. 
N. J. Mitotic 
Comptes
 guide to 
hole 
you
 
; 
bourg.
 TM 
great
 
prim.
 
, 
;;, 
Intro 
and notes.
 Orig. WOO. 
Sale 
111c "a  7 T ' 
I ries cptaring th 
passions
 end 
oil.  1..,a aoa 
to ,p..h 
good; colioguioi
 Italian, 
in 13th 
century 
France - 
th
 age
 of mi. 
illocloomieme of youth.
 
Superb.
 
illustra....ed  
'on 
-
 
Contains
 workble, cerefully integrated 
sec ! 
chivalrY.
 
Pftwet
 
a" 
""'
 
me 
vire
 
,-
H120. Churchill,  et 
al. - SOME 
MODERN
 
gift  
edition. Pub. at $3.75 
Sele vele Nor's on pronunciotion, 
basic  
11011C
 pat- 
spiritual  man ; 
who  
redeem:1
 
s.. ; 
be et al. 
Absorbing  biographical math on 
5-1221 THE 
DESIGN  OF 
DEMOCRACY, by L. 
Carlyle,  Trevelyan.
 and 20 
other modern
 . 
Stapleton.
 A clear, 
timely
 statement of dc. 
mocracy's fundamental principles and how 
masters
 of the historian's art who have re. 
pocorwdied
 114.1,41olo.rts4frizrhtlif ittag',s hITreerrsieant 
; tr.huby
 
apply 
Inmodern
 society. 
Sal. 91k 
I as a 
stylist; hilosophies of history, etc. 
, H230. DICTIONARY
 OF 
MYSTICISM.
 
rrrrr  , everyday comersations and grammar-
  
plus Italian -English and English -Italian Die. 
H651
 
CAPTAIN'S 
BRIDE  - 
tionarith. 
Pub. 
at
 $2.00. 
Sale
 
tic by Mrs. Mark 
Clark.
 
Stir; - 
HUI. NANGA 
PARBAT,  By K. M. 
Herrlig '  with the great 
general
 
th,. .   
holier.  Adventurer -history of man's 
heroic el. , math  and 
war - 
his 
Carte,  ,r- ''e b.'!!' 
forts to 
climb 
am world's 
second highest 
theatre and 
in 
Korea,
 
their
 
friendshisi
 " 
. 
Pub. 
at
 
55.50 
Sal. 
Sale 
lic  I F 
Gaynor.
 
The ssentral terms of spirituel. 
mounters,  Photos.
 Pub. at WOO. Sale 111t I Colonel
 
Eisenhower.
 
Churchill, o .;; 
 
  
H345. AS I SAW 
THE U S.A.. by J. 
Morris
 . standing
 military 
nd 
civilian
 figunes
 
HI22 Setting
 Up House - OFF TO THE . 
accau,
 "'  
RIGHT
 START, by M. Woods  and 
J.
 Freely ' 'eb; at a' ve 
Sale 9k 
This practical, illustrated 
guide tells 
you 
H23I George Moo -a-STORY TELLER'S HOU-
, what you'll 
mod and etist 
to tein silver,
 , 
DAY.
 The 
classic
 
collection  of Irish 
folk  
tales  
; 
gs...r.;  lino...ma he. sd -the 
quintossenth  of 
Moores,  
celebrated
 
antes in order fo b.  good homemaker nd 
combi,nontir  
of 
audacity  in 
things  theme and 
ho  . Pub. 
at
 3215 
sai. ink gniu things
 toroth. 521 pp. 
H123 Sholern Asch's THE PROPHET.
 
An
 
epic P"b
 
at 
 53.50 
Salt 1k 
 
tribution  big 
business
 end
 gevernmtht con. 
this inspiring 
book recounts 
the 
author's  tyol, 
::- 
inflation/
 
prices , .orieign
 trad 
ac 
thrilling 
aperiences  bringing 
problem  
boys 
Pub. at $400 
. 'Sale . tit 
and 
normal 
boys
 to Ithalthy maturity
 through 
n 
introduction  to the life of 
camping, 
fish. I 
H26I,
 PAINTER OF PRESIDENTS
 - G. P.
 A 
leg and hunting. 
Illus.
 Pub. 
at $3.00. 
Sale
 
tic
 
HEALY
 Favorite  
portraitist of 
Jackson. Lift. 
HI39, SEARCH FOR 
LOVE,  
by
 Lthy Freeman,
 i 
colts and Grant and one of 
the rnost inter. 
euther 
of "Fight 
Against
 Fears." Ranging
 in 42',Ing 
at 
54.00 
,a'aeria 
'siata; Illustrated. 
topic from marriage
 to loneliness, eolithe
 to ra.. a. *. a. 
Sale 
9k 
. reigion to 
Psychoanalysis,
 this PrO. H243 John Steinbeck's SWEET 
THURSDAY.
 A 
tome, 
encouraging 
book offers 
practical  bessseller-bawdy,
 
boisterous  and fend.' 
solutions
 to the physical,
 
emotional
 sone romance with th
 same selling and some of 
i  
and
 social 
problems  
most  
froquenfly  en. th tarn.  ethy 
characters  
who 
beguiled 
read. 
countered  in modern life. 
sr 
% of 
"C.enere 
Row."
 
CWIP 
$375
 
Sale
 114 
with drawings, plus color stack marking, and 
company 
flags..
 Ono. $3.75. Sale
 
tic
 
UM Japanese Classic - THE
 HEINE STORY, 
by E. Yoshikawa.
 Superbly illustrated modorn 
version of nth 
medieval  Japanese 
oleic, 
many , 
characters of 
which were seen in Ilse film 
"Gate of 
Hell,"
 An enthralling tale of a 
provincial warrior clan's lust for power
 in 
Mcadont and feudal Kyoto. 54.15. SALE 911c 
H103.
 
CONQUEST  OF DISABILITY, M. by 1. 
Fraser. Inspiring accounts of mon and women 
who, despite
 
the most incapacitating of mis. 
fortunes -loss of limb, deafness, paralysis, 
etc. -have
 been able to load full, useful, 
thon
 heroic lives. 
Pub.
 at $3.75.
 Sale 18c 
H106. American 
Labor's
 ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
REVOLUTION, by Stewart 
Holbrook.
 
Wh, 
the 
mine  
owners  
and union,
 of Color, 
waged civil war, Harry 
Orchard  
altaSsindis
 
25 'enitnies of labor." "Big Bill" Hayw000 
and Clarenth Darrow,
 whose 
legal pyro. 
technic. at Orchard's trial are still remem. 
bared, round out an /reciting portrayal of the 
epoch.
 Pub.  at $3.95. 
Sett
 98c 
tingtsished author of 
"Strange
 Fruit de-
Spartan 
Bookstore
 
Right on Campus 
A London 
Times 
correspondent's affectionate
 i out the 
world.
 Illus. 
$3.95  
H367. A 
Mental  Case 
in
 EVERY 
OTHER 
BED.
 
I 
Hlif7.1.5.1.T.14.E,
 alLNQoUarE.N.
 
CT:rill:it::
 
,,,F0T 
E-..;,
 
and 
el-togother
 fresh reactions to some
 . 
American phenomena nothd between N. Y. 
by M. 
German.  Documented.
 
shocki'tiSgal.07:y
 
,'' SIIPa' nbiy.hMkin:. wWhoilshoenlpeTdhel:::'da'
 : . 
and L 
A. Pub. at $3.15. 
Pub.
 ot  Koo. 
the  
revolt  
of
 the 
Orang.,
 th 
be'. 
< . 
H361.
 VANITY AND
 VALUE, by F. Memel, 
Armada,
 
etc.
 Pub. 0 
$5.00  
of 
Arnerice's  growing disgrace--mental ill- 
BY. ' 
nese-and
 our foobl efforts to rrrrr t it. 
Th, 
1 1 :s , 
important,
 
i.
 
as
 
io,..,  
values
    
 
e..,  
.. 
icsoi  .1 a.c 
7...  
: 
sstic7!:tli:
 
1.1CaTtli:IC:A:G.ci?..i'dS::
 
cLoEbpt.T711:A.,N,,K,
 
.a:c...
 : 
a 
Sale
 911c
 
, 
of
 
the irest
 sons
 and
 
they'd,
 
o
 . < 
. 
I man 
and student,
 
genius
 
and  
et, 
H361.
 EDEN: THE MAKING 
OF A STATES. 
of the ig 
Shoulders
 " ahn'Ol. 51.; 
MAN.
 by A. Carripbell.Johnson. Absorbing 
; Pub. at 
$3.95.   
political
 
 
 and 
social
 tl"u°p"hgehovIahles o  our  
world-shakingCi.
 IHN:En3:4,
 I 
NEors?gannAadeiFse?:!17ceblny;:'64PR
 
biography of iritain's ex-Primo Minister,
 
Noting
 
his   
Illus. 
Pub. at
 
$5 00. 
Sala 
"C
 
h' but
 
so,
 
- 
th
 
r
-T
 
s an coun ry
 lining. 
Pa.
 at 83.75. 
Sale 11Ic 
H376 TUGGER 
AND BETTER BONERS,
 d 
by
 
A. AbIngdon. Bloopers,
 
melPrOl>iIrriS,
 mac.
 
tared French, 
double ontendres-ovier I 000 
uthonfic 
howlers-all the 
classics plus 
hun  
dreds lust recently 
collected  from Freudian 
slippers
 crosscountry. Ille.
 
Pub  at $1./5 
Sale 111c 
H377. ESKIMO FOLK
 TALES FROM 
ALASKA,
 
by C. E Witham.
 
Authentic  
stories
 of 
Arctic
 
Circlet  life.  storehouse
 of strang
 and
 los. 
LOOK 
OVER 
OUR  
LEFTOVERS
 
While
 
makig  
your 
selections
 
from
 
the
 
above
 
listed
 
titles,
 don't
 forget 
to 
inspect
 
our
 
wide
 
assortment
 
of 
"nothings."
 Included are 
books
 
which
 
have
 
been
 
discontinued
 
here at 
State,
 
volumes
 
which
 
have  
been
 
droppd,
 
and  
certain
 
other
 
works
 
which
 
have
 
STORE, 
Stock 
swept
tock  up off theaftloroidr 
ridiculously 
lothuesl
 
y 
low 
pr
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